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02 Jobman Workwear AB 

Hello! 
Everything we do has one single goal in mind: providing you with functional, modern and 

good-value quality work clothing. Consequently, we develop our own materials and designs 

and have complete control over production. This allows us to ensure that you get the best 

possible products at the best possible price. 

Our development takes place in the real world 
When you put on a new garment from Jobman, we want you to be confident of excellent 

quality and functionality. That is why all our products undergo years of testing in the best test 

laboratory available - the real world. Having our gear tested in the real world shows us what 

works and what is not so successful. We test our materials in a laboratory environment, but 

functionality can only be tested in the real world. 

If you have any suggestions for potential new products or ideas and tips for improving our 

existing products, please get in touch. 

Jobman's products are sold via distributors 
Our products are sold through a nationwide network of local stockists. If your local distributor 

does not sell Jobman products, you are more than welcome to contact us so that we can give 

you the appropriate advice. Please visit our website, www.jobman.se ISO 9001:2000 
ISO 14001:1996 

Thank you for choosing Jobman! 

Jobman's products are continuously being developed and we therefore reserve the right to change products while retaining item 
numbers. The pictures and text in the catalogue are subject to copyright legislation and may not be copied or used in any other way 
without written permission from Jobman Workwear AB. 

Magnus Samuelsson - the world's strongest man 
Jobman is working with Magnus Samuelsson. 

He is known to the public as the world's strongest man and has won various compe-

titions such as: World's strongest man, Super series, IFSA World Cup, Sweden's strongest 

man several times and many more. In addition, Magnus won the Swedish version of 

Dancing with the Stars, Let’s Dance, in 2009 on Swedish TV4. 

The catalogue has pictures showing how Jobman's work clothing serves different func-

tions in Magnus' working day and free time. 
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 04 Waterproof clothing 

Even when it's raining, there's still 

work to be done. Jobman has developed a range of 

waterproof clothing that makes it easier to defy the 

weather and carry on working. 

The new orange 'construction waterproofs' are 

extremely hardwearing and relatively resistant 

to, among other things, form oils. Jobman has also 

tackled the problem of cement sticking to clothing, 

which is an issue in the construction industry, with 

smooth surfaces and smart pockets. The soft mate-

rial retains its mobility, even when it's cold. 

Another new product is an all-weather suit that 

is suitable for most professions, available in three 

colours. Tricot, the material from which it is made, 

is hardwearing and durable and stretches for good 

mobility. 

All our waterproof clothing is certified in accor-

dance with EU standard EN343, which means that 

it is approved in accordance with the EU's rules on 

rainwear. 

Our existing high-visibility waterproofs are 

also available, approved in accordance with 

EN471 (the EU standard for high visibility clo-

thing). See page 28. 

1540 Rain jacket 
S–XXXL. Stitched and taped seams, with a microfleece inner collar. Back yoke 

Form oil and 
cement resistant 

NEWS!

with press studs for ventilation and adjustable cuffs with velcro fastening and a 
concealed inner cuff. Reinforced elbows and front pockets with flap. Adjustable 
elastic drawstring hem.  Reflectors on shoulders and back of neck.  Soft polyvi-
nyl chloride with tricot lining, 335 g/m2. 
100 % polyamide reinforcement. 
Art nr: 65154098-3000 orange 

NEWS!

2540 Rain pant 
S–XXXL. Stitched and taped seams with elasticated waist. Front pockets with 
flap, making it easy to turn pockets inside out. Extra reinforcement of crotch. 
Pocket for pliers and double folding rule pockets. Reinforced knees and adjus-
table ankle cuff. Reflective edging on back. Soft polyvinyl chloride with tricot 
lining, 335 g/m2. 100 % polyamide reinforcement. 
Art nr: 65254098-3000 orange 

NEWS!

6535 All-weather suit 

Sold as a suit only 

Stitched, welded and taped seams. Detachable hood with press studs. Cuffs 
with velcro fastening. Front pockets with flap. Adjustable elastic drawstring 
hem.  Reflectors on shoulders and back of neck. The trousers have an elasticated 
waist and front pockets with flap, making it easy to access the pockets. 100 % 
polyurethane with tricot lining, 170 g/m2. 
Art nr: 65653558-7500 green S–XXXL 
Art nr: 65653558-6700 navy S–XXXL 
Art nr: 65653558-9900 black XS–XXXL 

MEDIA
Text Box
$88.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$85.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$79.95
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06 J Line Construction & Installations 

It doesn't get any better than this. Jobman's new cotton 

craftsman range, J Line, is the result of numerous tests and trials. One of 

those tests was performed by "Byggnadsarbetaren" magazine in spring 

2007, when a pair of camouflage trousers were named "best in test". 

We have since put the finishing touches to this product and trousers, 

dungarees and jackets are now all available in our classic navy blue 

colour.

 Garments are made from a brand new, durable quality cotton and 

reinforced in specific areas with 100% polyamide. Function, fit and com-

fort have been optimised to make your work as efficient as possible. 

First-aid kit pocket beneath 
right holster pocket. Also 
handy for chalk line reels or 
tins of snus. 

New hammer holder making 
it easier to get out and 
put away a hammer. 

Reinforced leg pocket with 
pocket for pliers, phone 
compartment and extra tool 
compartments. 

Kneepad pockets that 
together with Jobman's 
kneepads comply with 
EU standard EN14404 for 
penetration protection. 

100% polyamide ankle cuff 
stops moisture being absor-
bed. Reflective piping. 

2180 Trousers 
C44-62, C148-156, D96-120. Extra wide belt loops. Reinforced back pockets. Pocket forde belt loops Reinforced back pockets Pocket for 
first-aid kit or chalk line reel/snus tin. Reinforced holster pockets with extra compartments 
and webbing for tools. Phone pocket on hip. Folding rule pocket suitable for all new 
knives. Left leg pocket with reinforced pocket for pliers, phone compartment and tool 
compartments. Pre-bent knee with kneepad pockets approved according to EN14404 for 
penetration protection. Reinforced, moisture-resistant polyamide ankle cuff. Reflective 
piping and drawstring ankle cuff. 100% cotton, 360g/m2 

Art nr: 65218013-9900 black 
Art nr: 65218013-6799 navy/black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$99.95



 J Line 07.Kneepads, page 63 Hood, page 54 

Can be washed 
at 85°C 

1180 Jacket 

Breast pockets 
detachable at 
bottom 

S–XXXL. Collar with brushed polyester lining that won't absorb moisture in rain 
or snow. Reinforced shoulders with reflective piping. Breast pockets have inside 

with kneepad on the market. Glove pockets behind breast pockets. Double inner pockets. Pocket 
phone compartment and ID card pouch. Button and knife loop for all new knives Pre-bent knee 

pockets in new on sleeve. Adjustable waist and cuffs. 100% cotton, 360g/m2 

durable material Art nr: 65118013-6799 navy/black 

3180 Dungarees 
C44-62, C148-156, D96-120. Elasticated braces. Reinforced bib. Breast pockets 
detachable at bottom. Glove pockets behind breast pockets. Extra wide belt 
loops. Reinforced back pockets. Pocket for first-aid kit or chalk line reel/snus 
tin. Reinforced holster pockets with extra compartments and webbing for tools.
Folding rule pocket suitable for all new knives. Left leg pocket with reinforced 
pocket for pliers, phone compartment and tool compartments. Pre-bent knee 
with kneepad pockets approved according to EN14404 for penetration protec-
tion. Reinforced, moisture-resistant polyamide ankle cuff. Reflective piping and 
drawstring ankle cuff. 100% cotton, 360g/m2

Art nr: 65318013-6799 navy/black

MEDIA
Text Box
$109.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$99.95



08 Silver Line Construction & Installations 

Tougher design and slightly "tighter" 

fit in 100% cotton. This range features a dar-

ker navy blue colour and silver seams, from 

which it takes its name. Trousers also have 

a lower waist and pre-bent knees. Jobman's 

in-house development of 370g/m2 100% 

cotton, Corrib™, has been used with very 

good results for many years in Corrib Classic 

Line. Corrib cotton maintains its high quality, 

ensuring the garment has a long life. Cotton 

is a material with excellent breathability, 

which makes it comfortable to wear. 

Areas on the garment subject to increased 

wear, e.g. kneepad pockets and holster pock-

ets, have extra reinforcement. Strong denim 

thread and triple-stitched seams also con-

tribute to the garment's durability and life-

time.

 In order for a garment to be really clean, 

it needs to be washed in hot water. Corrib 

Silver Line can be washed at 85°C, shrinks 

very little and has excellent colour fastness, 

i.e. retains its colour well. 

The Corrib Silver Line range also features 

unique trousers, 2798-13-6799, where the 

back is made of comfortable 100% Corrib 

cotton and the front of hardwearing 100% 

PolyFab polyester, which is certified against 

penetration by oil and chemicals. 

(See page 11) 

on hip 
Phone pocket 

Reinforced 
forward-
facing folding 
rule pocket, 
un attached 
at bottom 

Pre-bent knee 
with kneepad 
pockets in new 
durable material 

2199  Trousers 
C44-62, C146-156, D96-124. Phone pocket on hip. Roomy holster pockets with extra compartments 
and reinforcement. Top-stitched reinforced front pockets for tucking away holster pockets. Hammer 
holder. Reinforced back pockets. Reinforced front folding rule pocket, unattached at bottom, and 
knife button. Leg pocket with phone compartment. Pre-bent knee with kneepad pockets in new 
super-durable material. 100% cotton, 375g/m2. 
Art nr: 65219913-6799 navy/black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$69.95
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Breast pocket 
with phone 
compartment 

1129 Jacket 1158 Jacket1129 Jacket 1145 Jacket 
S-XXXL Yoke with ventilating back. Phone pocket. Knife 
button with loop and bits screw-bit holder. Breast pockets 
with glove compartment. Sleeve pocket with flap. Front 
pockets with button. Extra-long back. Inner pockets. Zipper 
with storm flap up to collar. Adjustable waist and cuff. Mesh 
lining in back. 100% cotton, 375g/m2. 
Art nr: 65112913-6799 navy/black 

2199 Trousersusers 

NEWS!

C44-62, C146-156, D96-120. Phone pocket on hip. Roomy 
holster pockets with extra compartments and inside rein-
forcement. Reinforced patch front pockets for tucking away 
holster pockets. Hammer holder. Reinforced back pockets. 
Reinforced front folding rule pocket, detachable at bottom, 
with knife button. Leg pocket with phone compartment. 
Pre-bent knee with kneepad pockets in new super-durable 
material.  100% cotton, 370g/m2. 
Art nr: 65219913-7999 green/black 

S-XXXL Yoke with ventilating back. Phone pocket. Knife but-YYoke with ventilating back. Phone pocket. Knife but-oke with ventilating back. Phone pocket. Knife but-
ton with loop and screwbits compartment. Breast pockets 
with glove compartment. Sleeve pocket with flap. Front 
pockets with button. Extra-long back. Inner pockets. Zipper 
with storm flap up to collar. Adjustable waist and sleeve. 
Breathable mesh lining in back. 100% cotton, 375g/m2. 
Art nr: 65112913-9900 black 

2199 Trousers 
C44-58, C148-154, D96-108. Phone pocket on hip. Roomy 
holster pockets with extra compartments and inside rein-
forcement. Reinforced patch front pockets for tucking away 
holster pockets. Hammer holder. Reinforced back pockets. 
Reinforced front folding rule pocket, detachable at bottom, 
with knife button. Leg pocket with phone compartment. 
Pre-bent knee with kneepad pockets in new super-durable 
material.  100% cotton, 370g/m2. 
Art nr: 65219913-9900 black 

S–XXL Yoke with ventilating back. Zipper with storm flap up 
to collar. Breast pockets with glove compartment and phone 
pocket. Inner pockets with extra compartment. Arm pocket. 
Front pockets. Extra-long back and adjustable waist. 100% 
cotton, 375g/m2. 
Art nr: 65115813-9799 graphite/black 

2199 Trousers 
C44-62, C146-156, D96-120. Phone pocket on hip. Roomy 
holster pockets with extra compartments and inside rein-
forcement. Reinforced patch front pockets for tucking away 
holster pockets. Hammer holder. Reinforced back pockets. 
Reinforced front folding rule pocket, detachable at bottom, 
with knife button. Leg pocket with phone compartment. 
Pre-bent knee with kneepad pockets in new super-durable 
material.  100% cotton, 370g/m2. 
Art nr: 65219913-9799 graphite/black

S-XXXL. Phone pocket. Breast pockets. Front pockets. Inner 
pockets. Adjustable waist and cuff. Zipper with storm flap up 
to collar. 100% cotton, 375g/m2. 
Art nr: 65114513-6700 navy 

2190 Long shorts 
et on hipPhone pockC46-62. . Roomy holster pockets with 

extra compartments and inside reinforcement. Slanted front 
pockets, "French pockets", to make it easier to tuck away 
the holster pockets. D-ring and hammer holder. Reinforced 
back pockets. Reinforced folding rule pocket, detachable at 
bottom, with knife button. Leg pocket with phone compart-
ment and ID card pouch. Pre-bent knee with reinforced 
kneepad pocket. 100% cotton, 370g/m2. 
Art nr: 65219013-6799 navy/black 
Art nr: 65219013-9900 black 

3/4 pirate pants 

MEDIA
Text Box
$83.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$83.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$83.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$64.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$69.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$69.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$69.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$74.95



10 Silver Line Construction & Installations 

Pile lined 

1169 Winter jacket 
S–XXXL Fleece plush lining on body, quilted lining in 
sleeves. Right breast pocket with flaps and phone pocket. 
Left breast pocket with extra compartment. Glove pocket 
under breast pockets. Roomy front pockets. Internal phone 
pocket. Double inner pockets. Extra-long back and adjus-
table waist and sleeve. Zipper with storm flap up to collar. 
ID card pouch on 1169-13-9900 (black). 100% cotton, 
375g/m2. Art nr: 65116913-9900 black 

2193  Shorts 
C44-60, C148-154, D96-108. Side slant front pockets. Phone 
pocket on hip. Reinforced back pocket. Leg pocket with 
flap, phone compartment and extra compartment on left 
leg. Folding rule pocket and pen compartment on right leg. 
Kneepad pockets in new super-durable material. 100% cot-100% cot-100% cot-
ton, 375g/m2. Art nr: 65219313-9900 black 

1169 Winter jacket 
S–XXXL Fleece plush lining on body, quilted lining in 
sleeves. Right breast pocket with flaps and phone pocket. 
Left breast pocket with extra compartment. Glove pocket 
under breast pockets. Roomy front pockets. Internal phone 
pocket. Double inner pockets. Extra-long back and adjus-
table waist and sleeve. Zipper with storm flap up to collar. 
ID card pouch on 1169-13-9900 (black). 100% cotton, 
375g/m2. Art nr: 65116913-6700 navy 

2193  Shorts 
C46-62. Phone pocket on hip. Holster pockets with extra 
compartment and reinforcement. Top-stitched front pockets 
for tucking away holster pockets. Reinforced back pockets. 
Reinforced front folding rule pocket, unattached at bottom. 
Leg pocket with phone compartment. 100% cotton, 375g/ 
m2. Art nr: 65219313-6799 navy/black 

Breast pocket 
with phone 
compartment 

7198  Vest 
S-XXL Right breast pocket with flap. Breast pocket with 

extra compartment and knife holderbits compartment, . 
Knife buttons. Breast pockets detachable at bottom. Glove 
pockets behind breast pockets. Internal phone pocket. 
Reinforced front holster pockets, three external pockets on 
right side. Hammer holder. Reinforced holster pockets at 
back. Belt loops. 100% cotton, 375g/m2. 
Art nr: 65719813-6799 navy/black 

C44-62, C148-156, D96-120. Two-way front zip. Con toured 
braces with elasticised back. Right breast pocket with flaps. 
Right breast pocket with bits pocket, extra pocket, and knife 
holder. Breast pockets detachable at bottom. Glove pockets 
behind breast pockets. Hammer holder on both sides. 
Top-stitched front pockets with bellows pleat. Reinforced 
holster pockets with extra compartment. Back pockets with 
bellows pleat Folding rule pocket and knife holder on right 
leg. Back pockets with internal phone pocket Kneepad pock-Back pockets with internal phone pockBack pock et Kneepad pock-ets with internal phone pocket Kneepad pock-pad pock-

3199 Dungarees 

KneeKnee pad pock-
ets in new super-durable material. 100% cotton, 375g/m2. 
Art nr: 65319913-6799 navy/black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$94.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$94.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$59.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$59.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$59.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$84.95



 Silver Line 11.Kneepads, page 63 Shirts, page 54-58 

100/100. Comfortable, durable and protects all at the same time 
Trousers wear most at the front, which is why this is the first area to become wet and dirty. For that reason, the front of these trous-

ers is made from Jobman's durable PolyFab material. PolyFab is a polyester fabric brushed on the inside and approved in accordance 

with EN469 against penetration by liquid, oil and certain chemicals. The back of the trousers, which receives less wear, is made from 

Jobman's comfortable Corrib™ cotton for maximum comfort. The trousers are excellent for anyone who is pouring concrete or wor-

king in very dirty and wet environments, for example. 

Back: 100% Corrib™ cotton for maximum comfort! Front: 100% PolyFab for optimum durability! 

2798  Trousers 

Pre-bent 
knees 

on hip 
Phone pocket 

Leg pocket 
with phone 
compartment 

Kneepad 
pockets in 
new durable 
material 

C44-62, C146-156, D96-120. Phone pocket on hip. Roomy holster pockets with extra compartment and reinforcement. Front pockets for tucking away holster 
pockets. Hammer holder. Reinforced back pockets. Reinforced front folding rule pocket, unattached at bottom, and knife button. Leg pocket with phone com-Reinforced front folding rule pocket, unattached at bottom, et with phone com-Reinforced front folding rule pock  and knife button. Leg pocket, unattached at bottom, and knife button. Leg pocket with phone com-Leg pocket with phone com-Leg pocket with phone com-
partment. Pre-bent kneepad with kneepad pockets in new durable material. 100% Corrib cotton, 375g/m2 and 100% PolyFab polyester, 315g/m2. 
Art nr: 65279813-6799 navy/black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$79.95



12 Granyte Line Construction & Installations 

Durable Granyte Line. Jobman Granyte Line is a range of practical garments for many different uses. Garments are well 

equipped with the right functions and tool pockets, which contributes to more efficient and safer work. 

The material, Granyte™, is an in-house developed material of 70% polyester and 30% cotton (260g/m2), which is extremely hard-

wearing. Granyte™ is water and dirt repellent, and dirt can be brushed off easily with your hand. Granyte Line is sewn using durable 

denim thread and has flat-fell seams to increase garments' durability and prolong their life. 

3395 Onepiece 
C44-62, C150-154, D100-116. Two-way front zip. Extendible 
shoulder straps. Stretch-fabric back. Right breast pocket 
with flaps and D-ring. Left breast pocket with extra 
compartment and knife holder. Breast pockets detachable at 
bottom with button. Glove pockets behind breast pockets. 
Hammer holder on hips. Top-stitched front pockets with bel-
lows pleat. Front holster pockets with extra compartment. 
Back holster pockets. Folding rule pocket unattached at 
bottom and knife holder on right leg. Leg pocket with flap, 
extra compartment and internal phone pocket. Kneepad 
pockets. 70% polyester, 30% cotton, 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65339524-9900 black 

3395 Onepiece 
C44-62, C150-154, D100-116. Two-way front zip. Extendible 
shoulder straps. Stretch-fabric back. Right breast pocket 
with flaps and D-ring. Left breast pocket with extra 
compartment and knife holder. Breast pockets detachable at 
bottom with button. Glove pockets behind breast pockets. 
Hammer holder on hips. Top-stitched front pockets with bel-
lows pleat. Front holster pockets with extra compartment. 
Back holster pockets. Folding rule pocket unattached at 
bottom and knife holder on right leg. Leg pocket with flap, 
extra compartment and internal phone pocket. Kneepad 
pockets. 70% polyester, 30% cotton, 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65339524-6500 royal 

3395 Onepiece 
C44-62, C150-154, D100-116. Two-way front zip. Extendible 
shoulder straps. Stretch-fabric back. Right breast pocket 
with flaps and D-ring. Left breast pocket with extra 
compartment and knife holder. Breast pockets detachable at 
bottom with button. Glove pockets behind breast pockets. 
Hammer holder on hips. Top-stitched front pockets with bel-
lows pleat. Front holster pockets with extra compartment. 
Back holster pockets. Folding rule pocket unattached at 
bottom and knife holder on right leg. Leg pocket with flap, 
extra compartment and internal phone pocket. Kneepad 
pockets. 70% polyester, 30% cotton, 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65339524-6700 navy 

MEDIA
Text Box
$76.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$76.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$76.95
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1328 Jacket 
S–XXXL Yoke with ventilating back. Phone pocket. Knife 

Water and 
dirt repellent 

button with loop and screw-bits holder. Breast pockets with 
glove compartment and flap. Sleeve pocket with flap. Front 
pockets with button. Extra-long back. Inner pockets. Zipper 
with storm flap up to collar. Adjustable waist and sleeve. 
Breathable mesh lining in back. 70% polyester, 30% cotton 
260g/m2. Art nr: 65132824-6599 royal/black 

1328 Jacket 
S–XXXL Yoke with ventilating back. Phone pocket. Knife 
button with loop and screw-bits holder. Breast pockets with 
glove compartment and flap. Sleeve pocket with flap. Front 
pockets with button. Extra-long back. Inner pockets. Zipper 
with storm flap up to collar. Adjustable waist and sleeve. 
Breathable mesh lining in back. 70% polyester, 30% cotton 
260g/m2. Art nr: 65132824-6799 navy/black 

1328 Jacket 
S–XXXL Yoke with ventilating back. Phone pocket. Knife 
button with loop and screw-bits holder. Breast pockets with 
glove compartment and flap. Sleeve pocket with flap. Front 
pockets with button. Extra-long back. Inner pockets. Zipper 
with storm flap up to collar. Adjustable waist and sleeve. 
Breathable mesh lining in back. 70% polyester, 30% cotton 
260g/m2. Art nr: 65132824-9900 black 

Phone pocket 
on hip 

2398 Trousers 
C44-62, C146-154, D96-116. Phone pocket on hip. Roomy 

Knee protector 
pockets in new 
durable material 

C44-62, C146-154, D96-116. Phone pocket on hip. Roomy holster pockets with extra compartment and reinforcement. holster pockets with extra compartment and reinforcement. holster pockets with extra compartment and reinforcement. 

holster pockets with extra compartment and reinforcement. Top-stitched reinforced front pockets for tucking away holster Top-stitched reinforced front pockets for tucking away holster Top-stitched reinforced front pockets for tucking away holster 

Top-stitched reinforced front pockets for tucking away pockets. Hammer holder. Reinforced back pockets. Reinforced pockets. Hammer holder. Reinforced back pockets. Reinforced pockets. Hammer holder. Reinforced back pockets. Reinforced 

2398 Trousers 
2398 Trousers 

2398 Trousers 
C44-62, C146-154, D96-116. Phone pocket on hip. Roomy C44-62, C146-154, D96-116. Phone pocket on hip. Roomy 

front folding rule pocket, unattached at bottom, and knife front folding rule pocket, unattached at bottom, and knife front folding rule pocket, unattached at bottom, and knife 
holster pockets. Hammer holder. Reinforced back pockets. button. Leg pocket with phone compartment. Knee pockets in button. Leg pocket with phone compartment. Knee pockets in button. Leg pocket with phone compartment. Knee pockets in 
Reinforced front folding rule pocket, unattached at bottom, new durable material. 70% polyester, 30% cotton 260g/m2. new durable material. 70% polyester, 30% cotton 260g/m2. new durable material. 70% polyester, 30% cotton 260g/m2. 
and knife button. Leg pocket with phone compartment. Art nr: 65239824-6500 royal Art nr: 65239824-6700 navy Art nr: 65239824-9900 black 
Knee pockets in new durable material. 70% polyester, 30% 
cotton 260g/m2. Art nr: 65239824-9700 graphite 

MEDIA
Text Box
$63.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$63.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$63.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$63.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$82.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$82.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$82.95



14 Granyte Line Construction & Installations 

1348 Jacket 
S–XXL. Phone pocket. Breast pockets. Front pockets. Inner 
pockets. Adjustable waist and sleeves. Zipper with storm flap 
up to collar. 70% polyester, 30% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65134824-6700 navy 

1348 Jacket 
S–XXL. Phone pocket. Breast pockets. Front pockets. Inner 
pockets.Adjustable waist and sleeves. Zipper with storm flap 
up to collar. 70% polyester, 30% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65134824-9700 graphite 

2345 Trousers 
C44-62, C144-154, D96-116. Side slant front pockets. Phone 
poc ket on hip. Reinforced back pocket. Leg pocket with 
flap, phone compartment and extra compartment on left 
leg. Folding rule pocket and pen compartment on right leg. 
Kneepad pockets in new super-durable material. 70% poly-
ester, 30% cotton 260g/m2 . 
Art nr: 65234524-9700 graphite 

Knee protector 
pockets in new 
durable material 

1348 Jacket 
S–XXL. Phone pocket. Breast pockets. Front pockets. Inner 
pockets.Adjustable waist and sleeves. Zipper with storm flap 
up to collar. 70% polyester, 30% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65134824-9900 black 

2345 Trousers 
C44-62, C144-154, D96-116. Side slant front pockets. Phone 
poc ket on hip. Reinforced back pocket. Leg pocket with 
flap, phone compartment and extra compartment on left 
leg. Folding rule pocket and pen compartment on right leg. 
Kneepad pockets in new super-durable material. 70% poly-
ester, 30% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65234524-9900 black 

Water and 
dirt repellent 

7345 Vest 
S–XXL Right breast pocket with flaps. Left breast pocket 
with screw-bits holder, extra compartment and knife holder. 
Knife buttons. Breast pockets detachable at bottom. Glove 
pockets behind breast pockets. Internal phone pocket. 
Reinforced front holster pockets, three external pockets on 
right side. Hammer holder. Reinforced back holster pockets. 
Belt loops. 70% polyester, 30% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65734524-6500 royal 
Art nr: 65734524-6700 navy 
Art nr: 65734524-9900 black 

2345 Trousers 
C44-62, C144-154, D96-116. Side slant front pockets. Phone 
poc ket on hip. Reinforced back pocket. Leg pocket with 
flap, phone compartment and extra compartment on left 
leg. Folding rule pocket and pen compartment on right leg. 
Kneepad pockets in new super-durable material. 70% poly-
ester, 30% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65234524-6700 navy 

MEDIA
Text Box
$53.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$53.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$53.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$53.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$53.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$53.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$56.95
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Most comfortable trousers. 
When"Byggnadsarbetaren" magazine tested trade trousers 

in an article on trendy work trousers, Jobman's camouflage 

trousers 2189 were named "Most comfortable trousers" 

with the comment: "Jobman is in a class of its own". The 

trousers came best in test on points. The camouflage trousers 

and long shorts are a temporary product and are available 

while stocks last. 

Available while 
stocks last 

2188 Long shorts 
C46–62. Extra wide belt loops. Reinforced back pockets. Pocket for 
first aid kit or chalk line reels/snus. Front pockets. Reinforced holster 
pockets with extra compartments and webbing for tools. Phone 
pocket on hip. Folding rule pocket. Left leg pocket with reinforced 
pocket for pliers, phone compartment and tool compartments. Pre-
bent knee with kneepad pockets approved according to EN14404 for 
penetration protection. 100 % cotton, 360 g/m2 

Art. no.: 65218813-7805 dark camouflage 

2189 Trousers 
Reinforced backC44–54, C146–154, D96–112. Extra wide belt loops.

pockets. Pocket for first aid kit or chalk line reels/snus. Front pockets. 
Reinforced holster pockets with extra compartments and webbing for tools. 
Phone pocket on hip. Folding rule pocket. Left leg pocket with reinforced 
pocket for pliers and phone compartment. Pre-bent knee with kneepad 
pockets approved according to EN14404 for penetration protection. 
Reinforced, moisture-resistant polyamide ankle cuff. Drawstring ankle cuff. 
100 % cotton, 360 g/m2 

Art. no.: 65218913-7805 dark camouflage 

MEDIA
Text Box
$52.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$59.95



16 Grey Line Construction & Installations, Floor-layer 

For floor-layers everywhere. Grey 
Line combines the functions of Jobman's 
other craftsman garments with a number 
of special functions. In order to protect your 
knees, trousers have extra large kneepad 
pockets with space for Jobman's thick floor-
laying kneepads. The kneepad pockets are 
made from a durable and water-repellent 
material, which increases the life of trous-
ers. In addition, trousers have an extra 

thigh pocket for floor-laying knives. 

2361 Long shorts 
C44–62. Phone pocket. Holster pockets with extra compart-
ments. Back pockets with bellows pleat. Slanted front pock-
ets. Front folding rule pocket. Thigh pocket for floor-laying 
knives. Leg pocket with inside phone pocket and ID card 
pouch. Pre-bent knee with durable kneepad pockets for 
floor-laying kneepads. 65% polyester/35% cotton, 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65236123-9799 graphite/black 

2359 Trousers 

Pocket with flap on front of 
thigh, specially adapted for 
floor-layers. 

Pre-bent knee with extra 
large kneepad pockets for 
thicker kneepads. 

1358 Jacket 
S–XXL Yoke with ventilating back. Zipper with storm flap 
up to collar. Breast pockets with glove compartment and 

Breast pocket 
with phone 
pocket 

phone pocket. Inner pockets with extra compartment. Arm 
pocket. Front pockets. Extra-long back and adjustable waist. 
Breathable mesh lining. 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 260g/ 
m2. Art nr: 65135823-9799 graphite/black 

7358 Vest 
S–XXL. Four holster pockets, two with extra compart-
ments. Breast pockets detachable at bottom. Knife buttons. 
Adjustable hammer holders. Belt loops. 65% polyester/35% 
cotton, 260g/m2. Art nr: 65735823-9799 graphite/black 

9024 Knife holster for floor-layers 
Fitted as insert in thigh pocket on leg. 
Art nr: 65902484-9900 black 

Phone pocket 
on hip 

Extra-large knee 
protector pockets 

3359 Dungarees 
C44-62, C150-154, D100-116. Two-way front zip. Con toured 
braces with elasticised back. Breast pockets detachable at 
bottom, right one with phone pocket and ID card pouch, the 
left with extra compartment and knife holder. Glove pockets 
behind breast pockets. Hammer holder and D-ring. Holster 
pockets can tuck away into side slant front pockets. Back 
patch pockets. Thigh pocket for floor-laying knives. Folding 
rule pocket detachable at bottom and knife button. Leg 
pockets with flap, extra compartment, and internal phone 
pocket. Reinforced knee protector pockets. 65% polyester, 
35% cotton, 260 g/m2. 
Art nr: 65335923-9799 graphite/black 

C44–62, C148–156, D96–120. Phone pocket. Holster pock-
ets with extra compartments. Back pockets with bellows 
pleat. Slanted front pockets under holster pockets. Front 
folding rule pocket. Thigh pocket for floor-laying knives. 
Leg pocket with inside phone pocket. Pre-bent knee with 
durable kneepad pockets for floor-laying kneepads. 65% 
polyester/35% cotton, 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65235923-9799 graphite/black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$69.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$73.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$89.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$89.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$59.95
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18 White Line  Plasterers & Painters 

Being a painter is about giving colour to your 

surroundings. Yet painters always wear white. At 

Jobman you will find the market's largest range of 

garments for painters and plasterers. Our new pain-

ter garments come in white/black. 

The White Line range contains everything from 

shorts to winter jackets. Unlined garments are made 

from heavy 100% cotton specially developed by 

Jobman. This maximises absorption and minimises 

paint penetration. The use of cotton ensures gar-

ments are comfortable to wear, as they breathe and 

release body heat. 

2187 Long shorts 

Pre-bent 
knees 

C46-58. Phone pocket on hip. Roomy holster pockets with 
extra compartments and inside reinforcement. Reinforced 
patch front pockets for tucking away holster pockets, with 
extra first-aid kit pocket on right pocket. Hammer holder. 
Reinforced back pockets. Filler pocket. Leg pocket with flap, 
phone compartment and tool compartments. Pre-bent knee 
with reinforced kneepad pockets. 100% cotton, 330g/m2. 
Art nr: 65218712-7804 light camouflage 

Leg pocket with 
phone compart-
ment 

2186 Trousers 
C44–62, C146–156, D96–120. Phone pocket on hip. Roomy 
holster pockets with extra compartments and inside rein-
forcement. Reinforced patch front pockets for tucking 

 Reinforced back pockets. 
away holster pockets, with extra first-aid kit pocket on 
right pocket. Hammer holder.
Filler pocket. Leg pocket with flap, phone compartment and 
tool compartments. Pre-bent knee with reinforced kneepad 
pockets. Reinforced ankle cuff with drawstring. 100% cot-
ton, 330g/m2. Art nr: 65218612-7804 light camouflage 

MEDIA
Text Box
$94.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$108.95
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1356 Pilot jacket 
S–XXXL. Quilt-lined. Double inner pockets, left one with zip-
per and document compartment, right with phone pocket 
and zipper. Zipper up to collar with storm flap and press 
studs. Elastic cord for hands-free mobile flex. Breast pock-
ets with flap, right one with extra pockets and tuckable ID 
pouch. Glove pockets with zipper and phone pocket behind 
breast pockets. Pocket with zipper under storm flap. Sleeve 
pocket. Front pockets with buttons. Knit cuff at sleeve and 
bottom edge. 100% polyamide. Polyurethane-backed poly-
ester on yoke. Lining 100% polyester. 
Art nr: 65135640-1099 white/black 

1123 Jacket 
S–XXL Yoke with ventilating back. Zipper with storm flap up 
to collar. Breast pockets with glove compartment and phone 
pocket. Inner pockets with extra compartment. Arm pocket. 
Front pockets. Extra-long back and adjustable waist. 100% 
cotton, 300g/m2. Art nr: 65112311-1099 white/black 

Heavy cotton pre-
vents penetration 

Pre-bent 
knees 

2159 Trousers 
C44-62, C146-156, D96-120. Phone pocket on hip. Roomy 
holster pockets with extra compartment and reinforcement. 
Side slant front pockets for tucking away holster pockets. 
Hammer holder. Reinforced back pockets. Reinforced front 
filler pocket, unattached at  bottom, and knife button. Leg 
pocket with phone compartment. Pre-bent kneepad with 
knee pockets in new durable material. 100% cotton, 
300g/m2. Art nr: 65215911-1000 white 
Art nr: 65215911-1099 white/black 

Stretch 

2163  Long shorts 
C46-58. Phone pocket on hip. Roomy holster pockets with 
extra compartments and inside reinforcement. Slanted front 
pockets, "French pockets", to make it easier to tuck away 
the holster pockets. Reinforced back pockets. Right pocket 
with flap and button. Reinforced filler pocket. Leg pocket 
with flap, phone compartment and ID card pouch. Pre-bent 
knee with reinforced kneepad pocket. Do not tumble-dry. 
97% cotton/canvas, 3% spandex, 300g/m2, Stretch 
Art nr: 65216310-1099 white/black 

1245 Fleece jacket 
S–XXXL Breast pockets with zipper and phone pocket. Front 
pockets with zipper. Inner pockets. Polyester reinforcement 
on shoulders and sleeves. 100% polyester. 
Art nr: 65124577-1099 white/black 

NEWS!

Available from 
October 2009 

2160 Shorts 

extra compartment and reinforcement. Side slant front 
pockets for tucking away holster pockets. Hammer holder. 
Reinforced back pockets. Reinforced front filler pocket, 
unattached at bottom, and knife button. Leg pocket with 
phone compartment. 100% cotton, 300g/m2. 

5578 Dry-Tech sweater 
C46-62. Phone pocket on hip. Roomy holster pockets with 

Art nr: 65216011-1099 white/black 

XS-XXXL. Functional moisture-wicking top to keep you dry. 
Round neck and longer in the back. Elastic side panels. 
100 % polyester. 
Art nr: 65557851-1099 white/black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$63.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$59.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$57.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$92.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$119.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$73.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$108.95

MEDIA
Note
MigrationConfirmed set by MEDIA

MEDIA
Note
Unmarked set by MEDIA

MEDIA
Note
MigrationConfirmed set by MEDIA

MEDIA
Note
MigrationConfirmed set by MEDIA

MEDIA
Note
MigrationConfirmed set by MEDIA

MEDIA
Note
Accepted set by MEDIA

MEDIA
Note
MigrationConfirmed set by MEDIA

MEDIA
Note
MigrationConfirmed set by MEDIA

MEDIA
Note
Accepted set by MEDIA
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2150 Trousers 
C44-62, C146-156, D96-120. Phone pocket 
on hip. Roomy reinforced holster pockets with 
extra compartment. Reinforced front folding 
rule pocket, unattached at bottom. Knife but-
ton. Leg pocket with flap and extra compart-
ment. Kneepad pockets in durable Oxford 
nylon. Back pocket with flap. 100% cotton, 
330g/m2. Art nr: 65215012-1000 white 

Without holster pockets 

2141 Trousers 
C44-62, C146-154, D100-116. Two back pock-
ets, right one with flap Side slant front pock-
ets. Double folding rule/filler pocket on right 
leg. One folding rule/filler pocket on left leg. 
Kneepad pockets in Oxford nylon. 100% cot-
ton, 300g/m2. Art nr: 65214111-1000 white 

2149 Trousers 
C44-62, C146-154, D96-116. Two back pock-
ets, right one with flap. Two holster pockets 
with extra external tool compartment. Two 
front patch pockets with bellows pleat under 
for tucking away holster pockets. Double fol-
ding rule/filler pocket on right leg. One leg 
pocket with flap and pen compartment on 
left leg. Kneepad pockets in Oxford nylon. 
100% cotton, 300g/m2. Art nr: 65214911-
1000 white 

Leg pocket 
with phone 
compartment 
and ID card 
pouch 

Pre-bent 
knees 

3159 Onepiece 
C46-60, C150-154, D100-112. Two-way zipper at front with front opening. Adjustable shoulder straps. 
Stretch back increases mobility. Breast pockets with flap, right pocket with phone pocket and ID pouch, 
left with extra compartment. High sides mean shirt does not ride up. Reinforced holster pockets with extra 
compartments that can be tucked away inside the slanted front pockets. Back holster pockets. Hammer 
holder. Reinforced filler pocket. Leg pocket with flap and inside phone compartment. Kneepad pockets in 
Oxford nylon. 100% cotton, 300g/m2. 
Art nr: 65315911-1000 white 
Art nr: 65315911-1099 white/black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$54.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$39.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$49.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$78.95
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22 Poly Line Construction & Installations, Service, Transport, Industry, Workshop, Chimney Sweep 

Durable, protective Poly Line is suitable for many 
different environments. Most people within the building and 
construction industry and industry in general are delighted 
with Poly Line's comfort, durability and the material's resis-
tance to many hazardous substances.
    Poly Line garments are made from the material PolyFab. A 
unique material developed by Jobman. PolyFab is a durable 
material that is wear-tested using the Martindale Method, 
which showed it to be approximately four times more wear-
resistant than the strongest cotton workwear and almost six 
times stronger than the most common material combination 
of polyester/cotton. In addition, PolyFab's tear strength is 
more than double that of equivalent materials used for work 
clothing. 

The PolyFab material has been tested in accordance with 
EN368:1993 (EN6530:2005) against penetration by oil, 
sulphuric acid 30%, (battery acid) hydrochloric acid 37%, 
sodium hydroxide 40%, formic acid 85%, and iso-octane. 
These chemicals run off and thus do not penetrate the fabric. 
The density of the fabric also contributes to other substances 
such as glue, paint and filler having difficulty penetrating 
the clothing. All garment seams have also been tested and 
approved against penetration by hydrochloric acid 37%, 
which is the most penetrable acid. As you can see, PolyFab 
offers the wearer superb protection. 

Three items in the Poly Line range are also certified in 
accordance with EN13034 Type PB(6), which is a Swedish 
standard for Protective clothing against liquid chemicals. A 
certificate for the highest protection class, class 3, has been 
issued for 1845 Jacket, 2845 Trousers, and 4845 Overalls.
    PolyFab is not only durable and protective, but also comfor-
table. The brushed inside feels just like the inside of a cotton 
garment. As PolyFab is such a dense material, small particles 
such as dust and soot are unable to penetrate clothing. The 

surface has also been treated to be able to repel liquids. 

1829 Jacket 
S–XXXL Yoke in 100% Cordura®. Zipper with storm flap up 
to collar. Breast pocket with flap and phone pocket. Breast 
pocket with pen compartment and D-ring. Inner pocket. 
Sleeve pocket with flap and pen compartment. Front pockets 
with button. Extra-long back and adjustable waist. 100% 
polyester, 315 g/m2 . Art nr: 65182933-6799 navy/black 

Yoke open at back 
for ventilation 

2898 Trousers 
C44-62, C146-156, D96-120. Holster pockets with extra 
compartment. Side slant front pockets. Back pockets with 
bellows pleat. Hammer holder. Front folding rule pocket, 
unattached at bottom. Leg pocket with flap and internal 
phone pocket. Kneepad pockets. 100% polyester, 315g/m2. 
Art nr: 65289833-6700 navy 

MEDIA
Text Box
$91.95

MEDIA
Note
Completed set by MEDIA

MEDIA
Note
MigrationConfirmed set by MEDIA

MEDIA
Text Box
$71.95
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Impenetrable to 
dust and soot 

(Items inside the 
box) Personal 
protection class 
3, EN13034 

1845 Jacket 
S–XXL. Phone pocket. Zipper with storm flap including collar. 
Breast pocket with phone compartment. Breast pocket with 
flap and D-ring. Roomy front pockets. Adjustable waist and 
sleeve. Inner pocket. 100% polyester, 315g/m2 . 
Art nr: 65184533-6700 navy 

2845 Trousers 
C44-62, C146-156, D96-120. Holster pockets with extra 
compartment. Side slant front pockets. Back pockets with 
bellows pleat. Hammer holder. Front folding rule pocket, 
unattached at bottom. Leg pocket with flap and internal 
phone pocket. Kneepad pockets. 100% polyester, 315g/m2 . 
Art nr: 65284533-6700 navy 

1845 Jacket 
S–XXL. Phone pocket. Zipper with storm flap including collar. 
Breast pocket with phone compartment. Breast pocket with 
flap and D-ring. Roomy front pockets. Adjustable waist and 
sleeve. Inner pocket. 100% polyester, 315g/m2 . 
Art nr: 65184533-9900 black 

2845 Trousers 
C44-62, C146-156, D96-120, Ladies 36-50. Phone pocket. 
Side slant front pockets. Back pockets with bellows pleat. 
Roomy leg pocket with extra compartment and folding rule 
compartment. Leg pockets with flap and internal phone 
pocket. Internal kneepad pockets. 100% polyester, 315g/m2 . 
Art nr: 65284533-9900 black 

Leg pocket with 
internal phone 
pocket 

Phone pocket Phone pocket 

4845 Overalls 
C46-62. D150-156. D100-116. Zipper with storm flap up 
to collar. Slits at side. Side slant front pockets. Leg pockets 
with flap and internal phone pocket. Leg pocket with folding 
rule compartment and extra compartment. Internal kneepad 
pockets. Breast pocket with extra compartment and phone 
pocket. Leg zipper up to knee. Breast pocket with flap. Back 
pockets with bellows pleat. 100% polyester, 315g/m2 . 
Art nr: 65484533-6700 navy 

Phone pocket 

Slits at 
side 

Leg zipper 
up to knee 

1829 Jacket 

Yoke open 
at back for 
ventilation 

S–XXXL Yoke in 100% Cordura®. Zipper with storm flap up 
to collar. Breast pocket with flap and phone pocket. Breast 
pocket with pen compartment and D-ring. Inner pocket. 
Sleeve pocket with flap and pen compartment. Front pockets 
with button. Extra-long back and adjustable waist. 100% 
polyester, 315 g/m2. Art nr: 65182933-9900 black 

Double loops 
for chimney-
sweep's belt 

2898 Trousers 
C44-62, C146-156, D96-120. Holster pockets with extra 
compartment. Side slant front pockets. Back pockets with 
bellows pleat. Hammer holder. Front folding rule pocket, 
unattached at bottom. Leg pocket with flap and internal 
phone pocket. Kneepad pockets. 100% polyester, 315g/m2. 
Art nr: 65289833-9900 black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$63.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$63.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$91.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$63.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$63.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$71.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$94.95



24 Flame Retardant 

CE-certified flame-retardant 
work wear tested and approved accor-
ding to EN470-1 and EN531 A, B2, C1.
 Jobman's flame-retardant clothing is desig-

ned to be as functional and effective as 
possible for welders, while at the same time 
giving them excellent protection against wel-
ding sparks, cutting splatter, radiated heat 
and contact heat (naked flames).

 Certification means that the material and 
design of garments protect against edge 
ignition and flame spread. Neither do they 
melt and any glow is extinguished within two 
seconds. Garments can also withstand heat 
in accordance with test standards, which 
prevents burn injuries. 

The material is 100% cotton (370g/m2) with 
approved flame-retardant treatment. Can be 
washed at 85°C. 

Certified according 
to EN470-1 and 
EN531 A, B2, C1 

9055 Welding hood 
One size. Covers neck and ears. Velcro fastening. 
100% cotton with approved antiflame treatment. 
Art nr: 65905514-6700 navy 

1090 Welding jacket 
S–XXXL Zipper and storm flap up to collar. Breast pockets 
with flap. Side slant front pockets. Large inner pocket, and 
inner pocket with phone compartment. Adjustable waist 
and sleeve. 100% cotton with approved flame-retardant 
treatment. Art nr: 65109014-6700 navy 

2090 Welding trousers 
C46-62, C148-156, D96-120. Side slant front pockets. Back 
pockets with flap. Leg pocket with phone compartment. 
Folding rule pocket. Kneepad protector pockets. 100% cot-Kneepad protector pockKneepad protector pockets. 100% cot-ets. 100% cot-
ton with approved antiflame treatment. 
Art nr: 65209014-6700 navy 

4035 Welding overalls 

Kneepad 
pockets 

Inner pocket with 
phone compartment 

C46-62, C150-154, D100-120. Zipper with storm flap up 
to collar. Breast pockets with bellows pleat and flap. Inner 
pocket with phone compartment. Pen pocket inside storm 
flap. Front pockets. Slits at side. Back pockets with bellows 
pleat and flap. Folding rule pocket detachable at bottom 
and extra compartment. Leg pocket with flap. Kneepad 
pockets. Adjustable waist and sleeves. 100% cotton with 
approved antiflame treatment. 
Art nr: 65403514-6700 navy 

MEDIA
Text Box
$91.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$78.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$122.95
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High visibility clothing includes 
garments for the most demanding environme-

nts. There are plenty of rules and regulations 

on how garments should be constructed and 

not all brands satisfy these requirements. All 

Jobman's high visibility clothing has been 

tested, approved and CE-certified in accor-

dance with EU directive EN471.

 Jobman has years of experience in pro-

ducing high visibility clothing and numerous 

good-value solutions to suit whatever needs 

you may have. With such a broad range, there 

are excellent opportunities for combining dif-

ferent garments. The different high visibility 

garments all have the same basic design, 

regardless of whether they are lined, unlined 

or rainwear. Jobman's high visibility clothing 

makes it easier for you to have attractive, uni-

form clothes.

    High visibility clothing is available in both 

yellow/navy and orange/navy. The high visi-

bility colours have been combined with navy, 

which is used on those areas of the garment 

that normally get very dirty. Most of the gar-

ments are certified for washing at 60°C and 

can be washed 50 times without losing their 

fluorescent properties. 

On pages 30-31 there is comprehensive infor-

mation about the rules that apply for high 

visibility clothing. 
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t1250 Jacket 
S–XXXXL. Breast pockets with zipper and phone pocket. Side 
slant front pockets. Inner pockets with phone compartment 
and extra compartment. Adjustable waist and sleeve. Extra-
long back. Polyester/cotton, 260g/m2. Class 3. 
Max. printable area 25x25 cm. Max 50 washes at 60ºC 
Art nr: 65125062-3167 orange/navy 
Art nr: 65125062-2167 yellow/navy 

. 
2213 Trousers 
C46–62, C148-156, D96-120 Holster pockets with extra r pocketsHolsteter p
compartment. Side slant front pockets for tucking away 
holster pockets. Back pockets, one with flap. Phone pocket. 
Leg pocket with phone compartment. Leg pocket with extra 
compartment. Polyester/cotton, 260g/m2. Class 2. 
Max. printable area 30x30 cm. Max 50 washes at 60ºC.Art 
nr: 65221362-3167 orange/navy 
Art nr: 65221362-2167 yellow/navy 

5583 Piqué shirt 5220 Fleece sweatshirtce sweatshirt5582 T-shirt 
L–XXL. Buttons at collar. Polyester tricot with cotton feel, 
160 g/m2. Class 3. Max. printable area 15x15 cm. Max 20 
washes at 40ºC. 
Art nr: 65558265-3100 orange 
Art nr: 65558265-2100 yellow 

2210 Trousers 
C46–62, C148-156, D96-120. Side slant front pockets. Back 
pockets, one with flap. Phone pocket. Leg pocket with 
phone compartment. Leg pocket with extra compartment. 
Polyester/cotton, 260g/m2. Class 2.Max. printable area 
30x30 cm. Max 50 washes at 60ºC.nr: 
65221062-3167 orange/navy 
Art nr: 65221062-2167 yellow/navy 

L–XXL. Buttons at collar. Polyester tricot with cotton feel, 
160 g/m2. Class 3. Max. printable area 15x15 cm. Max 20 
washes at 40ºC. 
Art nr: 65558365-3100 orange 
Art nr: 65558365-2100 yellow 

2209 Trousers 
C46–62, C148-156, D96-120. Side slant front pockets. Back 
pockets, one with flap. Phone pocket. Leg pocket with 
phone compartment. Leg pocket with extra compartment. 
Polyester/cotton, 260g/m2. Class 1. Cannot be printed 
on fluorescent surface. Max 50 washes at 60ºC.Art nr: 
65220962-6731 navy/orange 
Art nr: 65220962-6721 navy/yellow 

M-XXXL. (Layer 2) Insulating fleece sweatshirt with smooth 
lining to make it easier to get on and off. Flatlock seams 
in contrasting colour. Collar and cuffs in contrasting colour 
where the garment gets dirty easily. 100% polyester/polar 
fleece, anti-pilling. Class 3. Max. printable area 30x30 cm. 
Max. 20 washes at 40°C. 
Art nr: 65522069-3100 orange 
Art nr: 65522069-2100 yellow 

2208 Shorts 
C46–62. Holster pockets can be tucked away into side slant 
front pockets. Phone pocket. Back pockets, right one with 
flap. D-ring and hammer holder. Leg pocket with flap, phone 
compartment and ID card pouch. Rule pocket. Polyester/ 
cotton, 260g/m2. Class 2. Cannot be printed with company 
logo. Max 50 washes at 60°C. 
Art nr: 65220862-3100 orange 
Art nr: 65220862-2100 yellow 

MEDIA
Text Box
$107.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$85.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$69.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$59.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$57.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$39.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$43.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$59.95
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Shell jacket, 
Layer 3 

Detachable hood 

Taped seams 

Breast 
pockets with 
watertight 
zipper 

Side slant front 
pockets with flap 

1259 Shell jacket 
S-XXXL. (Layer 3) Function jacket in 100% polyester with polyurethane-backed taped seams and 
mesh lining. Waterproof material with good moisture transport. Double inner pockets, right 
one with zipper and extra compartment for phone. Zipper up to collar with double storm flap 
and press studs. Breast pockets with watertight zipper, right side with internal phone pocket. 
Separate ID card pouch. Side slant front pockets with flap. Adjustable sleeve cuff and draw-Side slant front pockets with flap.Side slant front pock Adjustable sleeve cuff and draw-ets with flap. Adjustable sleeve cuff and draw-Adjustable sleeve cuff and draw-Adjustable sleeve cuff and draw-
string at bottom edge. Detachable hood with adjustable setting and drawstring on front edge. 
100% polyester. Class 3. Max. printable area 32x32 cm. Max 20 washes at 40ºC. 
Art nr: 65125931-3167 orange/navy 
Art nr: 65125931-2167 yellow/navy 

NEWS!

1565 Rain jacket 
S–XXL. 100 cm long. Hood with cord. Adjustable sleeve. Sewn,
bonded, and taped seams. Polyurethane-coated nylon tricot, 170 
g/m2. Max. printable area 14x14 cm. Max 25 washes at 40ºC.
Class 3.
Art nr: 65156558-3167 orange/navy
Art nr: 65156558-2167 yellow/navy

7598 Vest 
S/M, L/XL, XXL/XXXL. Phone pocket, ID card 
pouch, and walkie-talkie holder. 100 % polyester. 
Max. 25 washes at 40°C. Class 3. 
Art nr: 65759864-3100 orange 
Art nr: 65759864-2100 yellow 

2546 Rain trousers 
S–XXL. Elasticised waist with drawstring. Adjustable legs. 
Sewn, bonded, and taped seams. Polyurethane-coated nylon 
tricot, 170 g/m2. Cannot be printed on fluorescent areas. Max 
25 washes at 40ºC. Class 2. 
Art nr: 65254658-3167 orange/navy 
Art nr: 65254658-2167 yellow/navy 

MEDIA
Text Box
$172.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$82.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$57.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$28.95
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5222 Fleece jacket 

Phone compart-
ment in breast 
pocket 

S-XXXL. (Layer 2) Thin lining in 100% polyester. Pockets with 
zipper. Breast pocket with phone compartment and pen 

1254 Winter parka 
S–XXXL. Fleece plush lining on body and collar. Quilt lining 
in sleeves. Detachable hood with several positions. Extra-
long back. Side slant front pockets and front pockets with 
flap. Breast pockets with zipper. Inner pockets with phone 
compartment. Sleeve pocket with zipper. Zipper with storm 
flap up to double collar. 70% polyester, 30% cotton. Class 3. 
Max. printable area 32x32 cm. Max 20 washes at 40ºC. 
Art nr: 65125462-3167 orange/navy 
Art nr: 65125462-2167 yellow/navy 

Separate 
ID card pouch 

7252 Winter vest 
L-XXL. Quilt lining on body. Extra-long back. Zipper up 
to collar with double storm flap and press studs. Breast 
pockets with zipper, right side with internal phone pocket. 
Front pockets with warming lining. Separate ID card pouch. 
Adjustable back width. Polyester/cotton, 260 g/m2. Class 2. 
Max. printable area 30x30 cm. Max 20 washes at 40ºC. 
Art nr: 65725262-3167 orange/navy 
Art nr: 65725262-2167 yellow/navy

1252 Winter jacket 
S–XXXXL. Fleece plush lining on body and collar. Quilt lining 
in sleeves. Detachable hood with several positions. Extra-
long back. Side slant front pockets. Breast pockets with zip-Side slant front pockets. ets with zip-Side slant front pock  Breast pockets. Breast pockets with zip-Breast pockets with zip-Breast pockets with zip-
per. Inner pockets with phone compartment. Sleeve pocket 
with zipper. Zipper with storm flap up to double collar. 70% 
polyester, 30% cotton. Class 3. Max. printable area 25x25 
cm. Max 20 washes at 40ºC. 
Art nr: 65125262-3167 orange/navy 
Art nr: 65125262-2167 yellow/navy 

2214 Winter trousers 

Phone com-
partment in 
leg pocket 

S–XXXL. Quilt lined. Elasticised back. Extra-long back 
against draughts. Side slant front pockets. Leg pocket with 
phone compartment and flap. Folding rule pocket. Back 
pockets, right one with flap. Leg zipper. Internal kneepad 
pockets. 70% polyester, 30% cotton. Class 2. Max. print-
able area 30x30 cm. Max 20 washes at 40ºC. 
Art nr: 65221462-3167 orange/navy 
Art nr: 65221462-2167 yellow/navy 

4255 Winter overalls 

Detachable hood 

Zipper up to 
knees 

Internal knee 
protector 
pockets 

Front pockets 
with zipper 

Double inner 
pockets 

M-XXXL. Quilt-lined body and sleeves. Fleece plush lining on body. 
Double inner pockets, right one with extra compartment for phone. 
Two-way zipper with storm flap up to collar and press studs. Napoleon 
pockets with zipper under storm flap. Breast pockets with zipper, right 
side with internal phone pocket. Separate ID card pouch. Detachable 
adjustable hood. Elasticised back, separate for lining and outer fabric. 
Broad loops at back. Side slant front pockets with zipper and flap. 
Internal knit cuff on sleeve ends. Patch back pockets, right one with flap 
and press studs. Rule pocket with extra compartment. Leg pockets with 
flap, extra compartment, and internal phone pocket. Internal kneepad 
pockets. Leg zipper up to knee with flap and press studs on lower part. 
Reflective triangle on back of collar. Polyester/cotton, 260 g/m2. Class 3. 
Max printable area 70x70 cm. Max 20 washes at 40ºC. 
Art nr: 65425562-2167 yellow/navy 

pockets. Knit cuff on sleeve ends. Zipper up to the collar. 
Inner pockets with phone pocket, pen compartment and 
zipper. 100% polyester/polar fleece. Antipilling treatment. 
Class 3. Max. printable area 30x30 cm. Max 20 washes at 
40ºC. Art nr: 65522269-3100 orange 
Art nr: 65522269-2100 yellow 

Quilt lining 

5156 Quilted shirt 
M-XXXL. Quilt lined. Press studs. Internal phone pocket in 
right breast pocket. Extra-long back. Satin is 50% polyester, 
50% cotton. Class 3. Max. printable area 40x40 cm. Max 
20 washes at 40ºC. 
Art nr: 65515667-3100 orange/navy 
Art nr: 65515667-2100 yellow/navy 

MEDIA
Text Box
$81.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$69.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$215.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$110.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$179.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$110.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$153.95



30 EN471 High visibility clothing Construction & Installations, Transport, Management 

Do you know when and where high visibility clothing should be worn?

The appearance of high visibility clothing 
is controlled by EU Directive EN471. Among other things, 

this Directive describes what colours may be used, where 

reflectors should be placed on the clothing, and what 

information must accompany the garment. The require-TThe require-he require-

ment for the properties of the material have been set so 

as to obtain as high a degree of visibility as possible, and 

so that washing does not reduce visibility. The design of 

the garment must also follow certain templates in order to 

achieve maximum visibility. 

Garments are tested at an appointed test institute. 

Jobman Workwear AB’s high visibility clothing is tested by 

IFP in Sweden. When the garment and its documentation 

have been approved, a certificate is received showing that 

they have the properties required under Directive EN471. 

The garment also bears a CE mark, showing that it is certi-

fied. Information is enclosed on how the garment should 

be used and looked after. 

Where do the rules for high visibility clothing apply? 

High visibility clothing must be used at every workplace 

where there is any kind of traffic. Such places include 

roads, parks, harbours, construction sites, loading and 

unloading areas, mines, carparks, airports, festivals etc. 

For work not relating to Swedish Road Administration 

roads, local municipal rules apply. However, in general, it 

may be said that most larger municipalities have chosen to 

follow the Swedish Road Administration’s rules. 

(Excerpt from the Swedish Road Administration’s hand-

book ”Working on roads”) ”Persons whose duties mean 

that they are on or by a busy road, shall wear Class 3 

certified and approved high visibility clothing, according 

to EU Directive EN471. This also applies to visitors to the 

workplace. The requirement thus includes many categories 

of personnel, including those not traditionally counted as 

road workers, e.g. project managers. Remember that this 

also applies to those parking along the road and then pro-

ceeding to the workplace.” 

Who decides that high visibility clothing is needed? 

It is the duty of the employer and employee to be 

informed of the applicable requirements for each and 

every workplace. 

s�)N�3WEDEN��THE�%5�RULES�ON�PERSONAL�SAFETY�EQUIPMENT�

apply. Standard EN471 has requirements for fluorescent 

material and reflectors. 

s�)N�3WEDEN�THERE�IS�A�GENERAL�7ORKING�%NVIRONMENT�!CT�

This states that the employer is liable to provide personal 

safety equipment if so required. 

s�4HE�EMPLOYER�AND�EMPLOYEE�NORMALLY�AGREE�SUITABLE�HIGH�

visibility clothing for the work in question. 

s�4HE�PRINCIPAL�IS�ENTITLED�TO�SET�SPECIAL�REQUIREMENTS�AS�TO�

the class of working apparel for a specific workplace. 

s�&OR�WORKING�ENVIRONMENT�AND�TRAFFIC�SAFETY�REASONS��THE�

Swedish Road Administration has decided that working 

apparel should comply with Class 3 on their land. In addi-In addi-In addi-

tion, high visibility trousers of at least Class 2 shall be 

added for work on roads with passing traffic in darkness, 

haze, or mist, or other corresponding conditions. 

s�!�NUMBER�OF�LARGE�MUNICIPALITIES�HAVE�DECIDED�ON�

rules corresponding to those of the Swedish Road 

Administration. 

What happens if I am not wearing the right clothing? 

The Swedish Work Environment Authority carries out active 

checks on workplaces and, having reminded the employer, 

is entitled under the Working Environment Act, to suspend 

a person or company from a workplace, if it is considered 

that personal safety measures have not been adopted. 

The Swedish Road Administration and Banverket 

actively check their own workplaces. If their own rules 

for personal safety equipment are not observed, they are 

entitled to suspend the person or company from the work-

place. The opportunity of future work for the Swedish Road 

Administration and Banverket is also lost. 



High visibility clothing is divided into three classes. 

Depending upon the visibility of the garments, they are 

divided into various classes. The classification is governed 

Overalls by one factor:

The fluorescent and reflective surfaces of the garment.

Class 3: The highest class. The total fluorescent area 

should be at least 0.8 m2 and the reflector 0.2 m2.

Class 2: The total fluorescent area should be at least 0.5 

m2 and the reflector 0.13 m2.

Class 1: The lowest class. The total fluorescent area 

should be at least 0.14 m2 and the reflector 0.1 m2.

Common to these three classes is that there may be no 

more than 5 cm variation in the fluorescent surfaces or 

reflectors. This means that the zipper must be closed on 

something like a jacket.

Can I combine different garments? 

Class 1 + 2 does not automatically equal Class 3. To 

achieve Class 3, the total fluorescent area of the gar-

ments must be 0.8 m2. Garments of different colours can/ 

may be combined. 

Which colours are most visible? 

According to the EU Directive, there are three approved 

fluorescent colours: Yellow, orange, and red. 

In tests, yellow has shown to have twice the luminos-

ity of orange and red. Also, yellow is the only one of 

these colours which is fluorescent in direct sunlight and 

sodium lighting, i.e. the type of lighting used in tunnels. 

Only yellow and orange are approved for the Swedish 

Road Authority’s roads. 

People working for Banverket should wear orange 

(flagmen should wear yellow). 

Why reflectors on high visibility clothing? 

In darkness, fluorescent colours lose luminosity. For this 

reason, garments also have reflectors to reflect car head-

lights in darkness. Remember, that reflectors on the legs 

make a person visible at much greater distance. 

EN471 High visibility clothing 31. 



32 Overalls Service, Transport, Industry, Workshop 

Chemical resistant 

Phone pocket on breast. 

Zipper in leg up to knee 
to make it easier to get on 
and off. 

Internal knee-
pad pockets 

4845 Overalls 4145 Overalls 4122 Overalls 
C46–62, C150–156, D100–116. Two-way zipper up to collar with storm flap. C46–62. Buttons all the wButtons all the way up to collaray up to collar.. Right breast pock-Right breast pock-Right breast pock-Right breast pock- C44–62. Concealed buttons all the way up to collar. Side 
Breast pocket with extra compartment and phone pocket. Side slant front pockets. et with flaps. Left breast pocket with pen compartment. Side slant front pockets. Breast pockBreast pockBreast pockets with flap and pen com-ets with flap and pen com-ets with flap and pen com-
Leg pocket with folding rule compartment and extra compartment. Leg zipper slant front pockets. Back pockets. Slits at sides. Adjustable partment. Folding rule pocket. Back pockets, right one with 
up to knee. Breast pocket with flap. Slits with button at side. Back pockets with waist and cuff. Folding rule pocket. Kneepad pockets. 100% flap. Slits in sides. Adjustable waist and cuff. Leg pocket with 
bellows pleat. Leg pockets with flap and internal phone pocket. Internal kneepad cotton, 300g/m2 . Concealed buttons. Industryal washing flap and pen compartment. Kneepad pockets. 100% polyes-
pockets. 100% polyester, 315g/m2. Industryal washing at 85°C. at 85°C. ter, 300g/m2. Concealed zipper. Industryal washing at 85°C. 
Part of the Poly Line range, see page 22. Art nr: 65414511-6600 navy Art nr: 65412211-6600 navy 
Art nr: 65484533-6700 navy 

MEDIA
Text Box
$94.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$49.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$66.95



Kneepads, page 63   Shirts, page 54-58  Overalls 33. 

Budget Overalls

4322 Overalls 4305 Overalls 4315 Overalls 4035 Welding Overalls 
C44–62, C150–154. Concealed zipper. Breast pockets with C46–62, C150–156, D100–116. Concealed zipper. Right C44–64. Concealed zipper. Right breast pocket with flaps. C46–62, C150–154, D100–120. Zipper with storm flap up to collar. 
flap and pen compartment. Adjustable waist. Slits in sides. breast pocket with flaps. Left breast pocket with pen com-Left breast pockLeft breast pocket with pen com-et with pen com- Left breast pocket with pen compartment. Side slant front Breast pockets with bellows pleat and flap. Inner pocket with phone 
Adjustable cuff. Side slant front pockets. Back pockets, right partment and phone pocket. Right back pocket with flap. pockets. Folding rule pocket. Adjustable waist and cuff. compartment. Pen pocket inside storm flap. Front pockets. Slits at side. 
one with flap. Leg pocket with flap and pen compartment. Side slant front pockets. Right leg pocket open with pen Slits at sides. Kneepad pockets. 65% polyester, 35% cotton, Back pockets with bellows pleat and flap. Folding rule pocket detachable 
Folding rule pocket. Kneepad pockets. 65% polyester, 35% compartment and folding rule pocket. Left leg pocket with 235g/m2. Wash at 60°C. (Some colour variation is possible.) at bottom and extra compartment. Leg pocket with flap. Knee pockets. 
cotton, 245g/m2. Industryal washing at 85°C. flap. Internal kneepad pockets. Adjustable waist. Adjustable Art nr: 65431526-6500 royal Adjustable waist and sleeves. 100% cotton with approved antiflame 
Art nr: 65432223-9900 black cuff with press stud. 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 260g/m2. treatment. Part of Antiflame range, see page 28.

Industryal washing at 85°C. Art nr: 65430523-6600 navy Art nr: 65403514-6700 navy 

MEDIA
Text Box
$64.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$69.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$43.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$122.95



34 Overalls Service, Transport, Industry, Workshop 

Phone 
compartment 
in leg pocket 

Leg zipper up 
to knee to 
make it easier 
to get on and 
off 

4327 Overalls 
C46–62. Concealed zipper. Breast pockets with flap. Back 
pockets with flap. Side slant front pockets. Slits at side. 
Adjustable elasticised waist. Adjustable cuff with press 
stud. Open leg pocket with extra compartment and folding 
rule pocket. Leg pocket with flap and phone compartment. 
Internal kneepad pockets. Leg zipper up to knee 65% poly-Leg zipper up to knee 65% poly-Leg zipper up to knee 65% poly-65% poly-65% poly-
ester, 35% cotton 260g/m2.Available in six colour combina-
tions and is part of Base Profile range, see page 40. 
Art nr: 65432723-6765 navy/royal 

4327 Overalls 
C46–62. Concealed zipper. Breast pockets with flap. Back 
pockets with flap. Side slant front pockets. Slits at side. 
Adjustable elasticised waist. Adjustable cuff with press 
stud. Open leg pocket with extra compartment and folding 
rule pocket. Leg pocket with flap and phone compartment. 
Internal kneepad pockets. Leg zipper up to knee 65% poly-Leg zipper up to knee 65% poly-Leg zipper up to knee 65% poly-65% poly-65% poly-
ester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. Available in six colour combi-
nations and is part of Base Profile range, see page 40. 
Art nr: 65432723-9799 graphite/black 

4327 Overalls 
C46–62. Concealed zipper. Breast pockets with flap. Back 
pockets with flap. Side slant front pockets. Slits at side. 
Adjustable elasticised waist. Adjustable cuff with press 
stud. Open leg pocket with extra compartment and folding 
rule pocket. Leg pocket with flap and phone compartment. 
Internal kneepad pockets. Leg zipper up to knee 65% poly-Leg zipper up to knee 65% poly-Leg zipper up to knee 65% poly-65% poly-65% poly-
ester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. Available in six colour combina-
tions and is part of Base Profile range, see page 40. 
Art nr: 65432723-9941 black/red 

4327 Overalls 
C46–62. Concealed zipper. Breast pockets with flap. Back 
pockets with flap. Side slant front pockets. Slits at side. 
Adjustable elasticised waist. Adjustable cuff with press 
stud. Open leg pocket with extra compartment and folding 
rule pocket. Leg pocket with flap and phone compartment. 
Internal kneepad pockets. Leg zipper up to knee 65% poly-Leg zipper up to knee 65% poly-Leg zipper up to knee 65% poly-65% poly-65% poly-
ester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. Available in six colour combina-
tions and is part of Base Profile range, see page 40. 
Art nr: 65432723-9997 black/graphite 

MEDIA
Text Box
$85.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$85.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$85.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$85.95
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36 Base Profile Service, Transport, Industry, Workshop 

Base Profile is a range of basic garments 

that can be used by many professions. There 

are a lot of people who value the quality and 

function of these items. That is why Base Profile 

is one of the fastest growing product groups 

at Jobman. Base Profile is a good example of 

a product group that gives excellent value for 

money. 

Base Profile is very easy to care for and 

comfortable to wear. Double-stitched seams 

increase durability and thus the life of the 

garment. 

2315 Long shorts 
C46-62. Phone pocket on hip. Roomy holster pockets with 
extra compartments and inside reinforcement. Slanted front 
pockets, or 'French pockets', to make it easier to tuck away 
the holster pockets. Two D-rings and hammer holder. Rein-
forced back pockets and folding rule pocket. Leg pocket 
with phone compartment and ID card pouch. Pre-bent knee 
with internal kneepad pocket. 
65 % polyester, 35 % cotton, 260 g/m2 

Art nr: 65231523-6700 navy 

Worker jeans made 
of canvas cotton 

5122 Sweatshirt 

Available from 
October 2009 

graphite 

navy 

NEWS!

XS–XXXL. Breast pocket with zipper and ID card holder. 
Straight ribbed hem and cuffs.
60 % cotton/40 % polyester, brushed on the inside.
Art nr: 65512293-9900 black 
Art nr: 65512293-9800 graphite 
Art nr: 65512293-6700 navy 

5321 Hooded jacket 
XS–XXXL. Drawstring hood. Drawstring hem. Inside pocket 
with velcro fastening. Open front pockets. Reinforced 
elbows. 55 % cotton/45 % polyester with fleece lining. 
Art nr: 65532170-9997 black/grey 

2120 Canvas jeans 
C44-62, C148-156, D96-112. Slanted front pockets with 
coin pocket. Half-lined back pockets. Open leg pocket on 
right leg. Pre-bent knee. Reinforced heel to ankle cuff. 
100 % canvas cotton, 260 g/m2 

Art nr: 65212009-9900 black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$64.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$59.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$69.95
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1333 Jacket 1333 Jacket 1333 Jacket 1333 Jacket 

Zipper on front 
pockets 

Phone pocket in 
inner pocket 

S–XXXL. Breast pocket with zipper. Sleeve pocket with 
flap. Front pockets with zipper. Inner pockets with phone 
compartment. Adjustable waist and cuff. 65% polyester, 
35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65133323-6700 navy 

S–XXXL. Breast pocket with zipper. Sleeve pocket with 
flap. Front pockets with zipper. Inner pockets with phone 
compartment. Adjustable waist and cuff. 65% polyester, 
35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65133323-9700 graphite 

S–XXXL. Breast pocket with zipper. Sleeve pocket with 
flap. Front pockets with zipper. Inner pockets with phone 
compartment. Adjustable waist and cuff. 65% polyester, 
35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65133323-9900 black 

XS–XXXL. Breast pocket with zipper. Sleeve pocket with 
flap. Front pockets with zipper. Inner pockets with phone 
compartment. Adjustable waist and cuff. 65% polyester, 
35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65133312-6700 navy 

Available in ladies' 
sizes. See page 60. 

2307 Trousers 
C44–62, C144–156, D96–120. Side slant front pockets. Side 
slant back pockets. Leg pocket with extra compartment. Leg 
pocket with flap and phone compartment. 
65% polyester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65230723-6700 navy 

2307- Trousers have 
side slant back pock-
ets, leg phone pocket, 
and no knee pockets. 

Phone compart-
ment in leg 
pocket 

2307 Trousers 
C44–62, C144–156, D96–120. Side slant front pockets. Side 
slant back pockets. Leg pocket with extra compartment. Leg 
pocket with flap and phone compartment. 
65% polyester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65230723-9900 black 

2104 Trousers 
C44-62, C148-156, D96–-120, Ladies 32-50. Slanted front 
pockets. Patch back pockets, right with flap. Phone pocket 
on hip. Leg pocket with flap. Leg pocket with flap and phone 
compartment. Phone pocket on hip. Internal kneepad pockets. 
100% cotton, 330g/m2. 
Art nr: 65210412-6700 navy 

2307 Trousers 
C44–62, C144–156, D96–120. Side slant front pockets. Side 
slant back pockets. Leg pocket with extra compartment. Leg 
pocket with flap and phone compartment. 
65% polyester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65230723-9700 graphite 

MEDIA
Text Box
$57.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$57.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$57.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$57.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$43.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$43.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$43.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$49.95
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1330 Jacket 1330 Jacket 1330 Jacket 

Phone pocket on 
breast 

S–XXL. Left breast pocket with flap. Right breast pocket 
with pen compartment and phone pocket. Front pockets. 
Adjustable waist. Adjustable cuff. 65% polyester, 35% cot-
ton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65133023-6600 navy 

Phone pocket 
on hip 

2305 Trousers 

Internal 
kneepad 
pockets 

C44–62, C146–156, D96–120, Ladies 36–50. Phone pocket. 
Side slant front pockets. Top-stitched back pockets, right 
one with flaps. Leg pocket with pen compartment. Leg 
pocket with flap. Folding rule pocket. Internal kneepad 
pockets. 65% polyester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65230523-6600 navy 

S–XXL. Left breast pocket with flap. Right breast pocket 
with pen compartment and phone pocket. Front pockets. 
Adjustable waist. Adjustable cuff. 65% polyester, 35% cot-
ton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65133023-9900 black 

2305 Trousers 
C44–62, C146–156, D96–120, Ladies 36–50. Phone pocket. 
Side slant front pockets. Top-stitched back pockets, right 
one with flaps. Leg pocket with pen compartment. Leg 
pocket with flap. Folding rule pocket. Internal kneepad 
pockets. 65% polyester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65230523-9900 black 

S–XXL. Left breast pocket with flap. Right breast pocket 
with pen compartment and phone pocket. Front pockets. 
Adjustable waist. Adjustable cuff. 65% polyester, 35% cot-
ton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65133023-9700 graphite 

2305 Trousers 
C44–62, C146–156, D96–120, Ladies 36–50. Phone pocket. 
Side slant front pockets. Top-stitched back pockets, right 
one with flaps. Leg pocket with pen compartment. Leg 
pocket with flap. Folding rule pocket. Internal kneepad 
pockets. 65% polyester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65230523-9700 graphite 

2355 Shorts 
C44–62. Right back pocket with flap. Side slant front pock-
ets. Phone pocket. Right leg pocket with pen compartment 
and folding rule pocket. Left leg pocket with flap. 65% 
polyester, 35% cotton, 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65235523-6600 navy 
Art nr: 65235523-9900 black 
Art nr: 65235523-9700 graphite 

MEDIA
Text Box
$53.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$53.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$53.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$47.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$47.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$47.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$41.95
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1327 Jacket 1327 Jacket 1327 Jacket 1327 Jacket 

Phone pocket on 
breast 

Glove pockets on 
chest with phone 
compartment 

S–XXXL. Breast pockets with flap. Glove pockets on chest 
with phone compartment. Front pockets with zipper. Sleeve 
pocket with flap. Inner pockets. Adjustable waist and cuff. 
65% polyester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65132723-6765 navy/royal 

S–XXXL. Breast pockets with flap. Glove pockets on chest 
with phone compartment. Front pockets with zipper. Sleeve 
pocket with flap. Inner pockets. Adjustable waist and cuff. 
65% polyester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65132723-9799 graphite/black 

S–XXXL. Breast pockets with flap. Glove pockets on chest 
with phone compartment. Front pockets with zipper. Sleeve 
pocket with flap. Inner pockets. Adjustable waist and cuff. 
65% polyester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65132723-9997 black/graphite 

S–XXXL. Breast pockets with flap. Glove pockets on chest 
with phone compartment. Front pockets with zipper. Sleeve 
pocket with flap. Inner pockets. Adjustable waist and cuff. 
65% polyester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65132723-9941 black/red 

2395 Trousers 
C44-62, C146-154, D96-112. Holster pockets with extra 
compartments. Slanted front pockets. Slanted back pockets. 
Leg pocket with extra compartment. Folding rule pocket 
with knife compartment. Leg pocket with flap and phone 
compartment. Internal kneepad pockets. 65% polyes-
ter/35% cotton, 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65239523-6700 navy 

2395 Trousers 
C44-62, C146-154, D96-112. Holster pockets with extra 
compartments. Slanted front pockets. Slanted back pockets. 
Leg pocket with extra compartment. Folding rule pocket 
with knife compartment. Leg pocket with flap and phone 
compartment. Internal kneepad pockets. 65% polyes-
ter/35% cotton, 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65239523-9700 graphite 

2396 Trousers 

Phone pocket 
on leg 

C44–62, C146–154, D92–116. Holster pockets with extra 
compartments. Slanted front pockets. Slanted back pockets. 
Leg pocket with extra compartment. Folding rule pocket 
with knife compartment. Leg pocket with flap and phone 
compartment. Reinforced external kneepad pockets. 65 % 
polyester/35 % cotton, 260 g/m2. 
Art nr: 65239623-9900 black 

C44-62, C148-156, D96–-120, Ladies 32–50. Holster pockets 
2182 Trousers 

with extra compartments. Slanted front pockets. Phone pocket 
on hip. Hammer holder. Back pocket on right side. Folding 
rule pocket with knife button/compartment. Leg pocket with 
flap. Kneepad pockets. 100% cotton, 330g/m2. Polyamide 
reinforcement. 
Art nr: 65218212-6700 navy 

MEDIA
Text Box
$76.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$76.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$76.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$76.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$62.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$62.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$62.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$52.95



40 Base Profile Service, Transport, Industry, Workshop 

Leg zipper up to 
knee to make it 
easier to get on 
and off. 

Phone compart-
ment in 
leg pocket 

4327 Overalls 
C46–62. Concealed zipper. Breast pockets with flap. Back 
pockets with flap. Side slant front pockets. Slits at side. 
Adjustable elasticised waist. Adjustable cuff with press 
stud. Open leg pocket with extra compartment and folding 
rule pocket. Leg pocket with flap and phone compartment. 
Internal kneepad pockets. Leg zipper up to knee 65% poly-
ester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65432723-6765 navy/royal 

4327 Overalls 
C46–62. Concealed zipper. Breast pockets with flap. Back 
pockets with flap. Side slant front pockets. Slits at side. 
Adjustable elasticised waist. Adjustable cuff with press 
stud. Open leg pocket with extra compartment and folding 
rule pocket. Leg pocket with flap and phone compartment. 
Internal kneepad pockets. Leg zipper up to knee 65% poly-
ester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65432723-9799 graphite/black 

4327 Overalls 
C46–62. Concealed zipper. Breast pockets with flap. Back 
pockets with flap. Side slant front pockets. Slits at side. 
Adjustable elasticised waist. Adjustable cuff with press 
stud. Open leg pocket with extra compartment and folding 
rule pocket. Leg pocket with flap and phone compartment. 
Internal kneepad pockets. Leg zipper up to knee 65% poly-
ester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65432723-9941 black/red 

4327 Overalls 
C46–62. Concealed zipper. Breast pockets with flap. Back 
pockets with flap. Side slant front pockets. Slits at side. 
Adjustable elasticised waist. Adjustable cuff with press 
stud. Open leg pocket with extra compartment and folding 
rule pocket. Leg pocket with flap and phone compartment. 
Internal kneepad pockets. Leg zipper up to knee 65% poly-
ester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Art nr: 65432723-9997 black/graphite 

MEDIA
Text Box
$85.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$85.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$85.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$85.95



Winter Clothing 41. 



42 Winter Jackets Construction & Installations, Service, Transport 

Detachable hood 

Concealed cuffs 

All-weather parka with 
excellent water vapour 
permability 

NEWS!
Supplied with 
black and yellow 
hoods 

1354 Parka 1364 Parka 
S-XXXL. (Layer 3) Detachable hi-vis hood with reflector. High collar to protect S–XXXL. Hardwearing parka with quilted lining for good mobility. Front flap 
against the wind. Breast pockets with flap. Napoleon pocket under front flap. to collar, which is lined with soft brushed polyester. Breast pockets and double 
Double inner pockets with phone compartment. Front pockets with flap and side inner pockets with opening for headset wires. Patch and slanted front pockets. 
opening for hands. Sleeve pocket with flap. Adjustable concealed cuff. Adjustable Detachable quilted hood. 100 % polyester with PU-coated lining that is wind-
waist and elasticated drawstring hem. 100% polyamide with PU laminate. The proof and water-repellent, and retains heat. 
material can cope with a 10m column of water and vapour transmission of Art nr: 65136432-9900 black 
13,000g/m2/24h. Padded lining of 100% down-feel polyester. 
Art nr: 65135499-9900 black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$231.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$112.95



Winter Jackets 43.Headgear, page 62 Layer 1, page 48 

1356 Pilot jacket 

ID card pouch 
in breast 
pocket 

Quilt lining on 
whole jacket 

S-XXXL. Quilt-lined body and sleeve. Double inner pockets, left one with zipper and document compartment, right with 
phone pocket and zipper. Soft poly tricot on inside of collar. Zipper up to collar with storm flap and press studs. Elastic cord 
for hands-free mobile flex. Reflective braid in yoke seam, front and back. Breast pockets with flap and press stud, right one 
with extra pockets and tuckable ID pouch. Glove pockets with zipper behind breast pockets, right one with phone pocket. 
Napoleon pockets with zipper under storm flap. Sleeve pockets with zipper and extra compartment. Two front pockets with 
press studs and half-lined with poly tricot. Knit cuff at sleeve and bottom edge. 100% polyamide. Polyurethane-backed 
polyester on yoke. Lining 100% polyester. 
Art nr: 65135640-6799 navy/black, Art nr: 65135640-9900 black,
Art nr: 65135640-1099 white/black, Art nr: 65135640-9799 graphite/black

NEWS!

Pile lining and 
quilted lining 
for optimum 
comfort 

Forearm wearing 
surfaces of rip-
stop material 

Available from 
October 2009 

navy 

Night-timeBreast pocket with 

Detachable hood 

reflectors for 
visibility when 
needed

pouch 
integral ID card 

1261 Winter jacket 
XS-XXXL. A slightly longer jacket with detachable hood. Quilted lining in arms and lower part 
of body for good mobility. Pile lining in top half of body for warmth. Forearms and shoulders 
have wearing surfaces of ripstop material. Night-time reflectors on shoulders for visibility when 
needed. Front pockets with zipper and breast pocket with integral ID card pouch. Double inner 
pockets. 100 % polyester. 
Art nr: 65126144-9900 black 
Art nr: 65126144-6700 navy 

MEDIA
Text Box
$119.95



44 Winter Jackets Construction & Installations, Service, Transport 

1350 Winter jacket 

Reflective 
braid in yoke 
seam 

Light quilt lining 

S-XXXL. Lightweight quilted lining on body and sleeves with zipper for embroidery. Double inner pockets, right with phone pocket 
and zipper, left with document pocket and outside pen pockets. Zipper up to collar with inside front flap. Stand-up collar with soft 
poly tricot lining. Reflective braid on yoke seam. One breast pocket with concealed zipper and inside phone pocket. Front pockets 
with concealed zippers. Separate ID card pouch and D-ring. Semi-elasticated cuffs and adjustable Velcro fastening. Cuff below 
side panels. Sitshield in back. Contrasting colours on front side panels. 100% polyamide. Lining 100% polyester. 
Art nr: 65135047-9941 black/red S-XXL 
Art nr: 65135047-9997 black/graphite S-XXXL 

Glove pockets 
behind breast 
pockets 

1169 Winter jacket 
S–XXXL. Fleece plush lining on body, quilted lining in sleeves. Right breast pocket with flaps and phone pocket. Left breast 
pocket with extra compartment. Glove pocket under breast pockets. Roomy front pockets. Internal phone pocket. Double 
inner pockets. Extra-long back and adjustable waist and sleeve. Zipper with storm flap up to collar. ID card pouch on 1169-
13-9900 (black). 100% cotton, 375g/m2 Part of Corrib Silver Line range, see page 6. 
Art nr: 65116913-6700 navy 
Art nr: 65116913-9900 black 

1369 Winter jacket 

Inside pocket 
with phone 
compartment 

S–XXXL. Zipper up to the collar. Fibre pile on inside of collar. Sleeve pocket with zipper. Breast pockets with zipper and 
D-rings. Glove pockets with zipper behind breast pockets. Top-stitched, lined front pockets. Double inner pockets with phone 
compartment and document compartment. Knit cuff with thumb grip on sleeves. 100% Polyurethane-backed polyester for 
water-repulsion, windproofing, and heat retention. Fleece plush lining on body. Quilt lining in sleeves. 
Art nr: 65136932-6700 navy 
Art nr: 65136932-9900 black 

1367 Pilot jacket 
S–XXXL. Phone pocket. Breast pockets with zipper. Sleeve pocket with zipper. Front pockets. Two inner pockets. Fleece plush 
lining on body and collar, quilted lining in sleeves. Polyurethane-backed polyester for water-repulsion, windproofing, and 
heat retention. 
Art nr: 65136732-6700 navy 
Art nr: 65136732-9900 black 

Breast pocket 
for telephone 

MEDIA
Text Box
$86.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$67.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$97.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$79.50



Headgear, page 62   Shirts, page 54-58   Winter Trousers 45. 

Elasticated 
braces 

Velcro® faste-
ning on back 
pockets and 
leg pockets 

Pre-bent 
knees 

Light quilt lining 

Velcro® faste-
ning on back 
pockets and leg 
pockets 

Internal 
knee 
pockets 

Available from 
October 2009 

NEWS!

Breathable wind-
proof and water-
proof material 

Pre-bent knee 
with external 
kneepad pockets 

7356 Winter vest 
S-XXXL. Quilt-lined. Double inner pockets, left one with 
zipper and document compartment, right with zipper and 
phone pocket. Soft poly tricot on inside of collar. Zipper up 
to collar. Elastic cord for hands-free mobile flex. Reflective 
braid in yoke seam, front and back. Breast pockets with flap 
and press stud, right one with extra pockets and tuckable 
ID pouch. Glove pockets with zipper under breast pockets, 
right one with phone pocket. Front pockets with press studs 
and half-lined with poly tricot. Elasticised lower sides for 
better fit. 100% polyamide. Polyurethane-backed polyester 
on yoke. Lining 100% polyester. 
Art nr: 65735640-9900 black 

Leg zipper 
up to knee 

3360 Dungarees 
S-XXL. Quilted lining with elastic braces. Front zipper with 
front opening and press studs. Elasticated waist at back. Belt 
with front clasp. Concealed front pockets with zipper and 
opening with Velcro fastening. Back pockets with flap with 
Velcro fastening. Leg zipper up to hip. Adjustable ankle cuffs 
with extra flap and press studs. 25 mm reflectors on front 
and back of legs. 100% polyamide. Lining 100% polyester. 
Art nr: 65336040-9900 black 

2337 Trousers ousers 
S-XXXL. Light quilted lining. D-ring. Side slant front pockets. 
Back pockets with flap. Leg pockets, right one with folding 
rule pocket, left one with flap, phone pocket and ID card 
pouch plus extra compartment. Internal kneepad pockets. 
Leg zipper up to knee. Reflective braid on front and back of 
legs. 100% polyamide. Lining 100% polyester. 
Art nr: 65233740-6700 navy 
Art nr: 65233740-9900 black 

Night-time 
reflectors for 
visibility when 
needed 

2338 Winter trousers 
C46-58. Quilted trousers in breathable windproof and 
waterproof material. Pre-bent knees with external kneepad 
pockets. Front and back pockets. Leg pocket and folding rule 
pocket with knife compartment. Night-time reflectors for 
visibility when needed. Zipper up to knee to make trousers 
easier to get on and off. Concealed snowlock ankle cuff. 
100 % polyamide. Lining 100 % polyester. 
Art nr: 65233843-9900 black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$89.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$127.50

MEDIA
Text Box
$89.95



46 Winter Jackets and overalls Construction & Installations, Service, Transport 

Reflective braid 

Concealed 
cuffs 

1249 Winter jacket 
S–XXXL. Pile lining in body and collar. Quilted lining in sleeves. Concealed cuffs. 
Breast pockets with zipper, phone compartment and ID card pouch. Slanted front 
pockets with press stud and fleece lining. Double inner pockets with document 
compartment, phone compartment and zipper. Sleeve pocket with zipper. Zipper 
up to collar with double wind protection and press studs. The collar is adjustable 
at the neck. The waist is adjusted by buttons. Longer in the back. 100 % polyester. 
Lining 100 % polyester with zipper for embroidery. 
Art nr: 65124932-6799 navy/black 
Art nr: 65124932-9799 graphite/black 
Art nr: 65124932-9997 black/graphite 

ID card pouch in 
breast pocket 

4360 Winter overall 

Warm lining 

Detachable hood 

Stretch back 

Internal 
kneepad 
pockets 

Leg zipper 
up to hip 

S-XXXL. Warm lining with quilting on body and sleeves. Double inner pockets 
with phone pocket. Elasticated waist. Belt with clasp. Concealed stretch back 
for comfort. Collar with soft poly tricot lining. Drawstring collar. Adjustable 
and detachable padded hood. Yoke with reflective piping and adjustable shoul-
ders. Reinforced sleeves, yoke, shoulders and hood. Sleeve pocket with zipper. 
Napoleon pocket with zipper on inside of front opening. Breast pockets with 
flap. Concealed front pockets with zipper. Back pockets with flap. Folding rule 
pocket. Leg zipper up to hip. Adjustable ankle cuffs with elastic and press studs. 
Reflectors. 100% polyester. 100% polyamide reinforcement. Lining 100% polyes-
ter. Zipper for embroidery/printing. 
Art nr: 65436032-9799 graphite/black 

Thumb grip 
in knit sleeve 
cuff 

Lightweight 
lining 

Leg zipper 
up to hip 

4445 Winter overall 
M-XXXL. Two-way zipper with storm flap up to collar. Breast pockets with flap. 
Napoleon pocket under storm flap. Side slant front pockets. Back pockets with 
flap. Inner pocket with phone compartment. Elasticised waist. Internal knit 
cuff in sleeve with thumb grip. Leg zipper up to hip. Internal kneepad pockets. 
Reflector on leg. Rubber-coated buttons. 100% polyurethane-backed polyester. 
Quilt lining. 
Art nr: 65444532-6700 navy 
Art nr: 65444532-9900 black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$93.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$183.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$129.95



 Layers 47. 

Layers are the secret to keeping warm. A moisture-wicking 

layer (Layer 1) should be worn next to the body. This should 

be a garment of synthetic fibre. (See Jobman's underwear on 

page 48). 

A good intermediate layer (Layer 2) is an insulating garment 

of fleece, soft shell or pile. Jobman's microfleece garments are 

versatile and ideal as an intermediate layer. (See page 50.) 

The outer layer (Layer 3) is normally a weatherproof and 

preferably breathable garment that allows moisture to be 

removed without letting in wind and rain. (See page 52.) 



  48 Layers (Layer 1) Construction & Installations, Service, Transport 

Our new Layer 1 underwear is 

the perfect choice to have next to the body 

when dressing according to the layers prin-

ciple, which is the safest way to ensure you 

keep a steady body temperature throughout 

the working day. 

s� 4HE� MATERIAL� POLYPROPYLENE� IS� ��� TIMES�

better at transporting moisture than poly-

ester. 

s� 0OLYPROPYLENE� ABSORBS� ������ MOISTU-

re (Polyester absorbs 0.6% & Wool 30% 

moisture). 

s�!�MATERIAL�WEIGHT� OF� ���G�MEANS� LARGER�

air pockets (microclimates) and better insu-

lation. 

s�(IGH�ELASTICITY�MEANS�THE�GARMENT�REMAINS�

fitted to the body, which maximises moistu-

re wicking. 

s�'ARMENTS�HAVE�NO�ODOUR�AND�CAN�EASILY�BE�

washed at 85°C. 

s� 0OLYPROPYLENE� DRIES� THREE� TIMES� QUICKER�

than polyester. 

5532 Layer1 poloneck 
XS-XXXL. Poloneck with side zipper, longer in the back. 
Flatlock seams for optimum comfort. 
100% polypropylene. 
Art nr: 65553259-9900 black 

Super-effective 
underwear 

5531 Layer1 top 
XS-XXXL. Round neck and longer in the back. Flatlock 
seams for optimum comfort. 100% polypropylene. 
Art nr: 65553159-9900 black 

2531 Layer1 trousers 
XS-XXXL. Flatlock seams for optimum comfort. 
100% polypropylene. 
Art nr: 65253159-9900 black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$56.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$48.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$41.95



 (Layer 1)  Layers 49.Layer 2, page 50 Layer 3, page 52 

NEWS! The material Dry-Tech is excel-

lent for Layer 1 garments when applying 

the layers principle. It is made up of 

microfibres that transport sweat away 

from the body quickly and distribute it 

over a larger surface area, a 'wicking 

effect'. The microscopic particles of sweat 

then evaporate quickly. The body remains 

dry and you feel fresh no matter how long 

you work. 

5578 Dry-Tech top 5575 Dry-Tech T-shirt 5575 Dry-Tech T-shirt 5575 Dry-Tech T-shirt 
XS–XXXL. Round neck and longer back. Elastic side XS–XXXXL. 100% polyester. XS–XXXXL. 100% polyester. XS–XXXXL. 100% polyester. 
panels. 100 % polyester. Art nr: 65557551-9900 black Art nr: 65557551-9700 graphite Art nr: 65557551-6700 navy 
Art nr: 65557851-9900 black 
Art nr: 65557851-1099 white/black 

2579 Dry-Tech trousers 
S–XXXL. Y-front. Elastic side panels. 
100 % polyester. 
Art nr: 65557951-9900 black 

NEWS!

5576 Sandwich T-shirt 
XS–XXXXL. Functional cotton-feel top. 
50 % polypropylene/50 % polyester. 
Art nr: 65557656-6599 royal/black 

NEWS!

The best of both worlds 
A traditional cotton top is great when 

it's dry, but if you start to sweat it 

quickly becomes uncomfortable, like 

being wrapped in cold, wet banda-

ges. 

Jobman's new Sandwich T-shirt is 

a unique top where the inside rapidly 

transports moisture away from the 

body.The outside has a 'super wicking 

effect', which means that moisture is 

rapidly spread over a larger surface to 

speed up evaporation. 

The result is a functional cotton-

feel top. 

5579 Dry-Tech poloneck 
XS–XXXL. Poloneck with angled zipper to avoid chafing 
of the neck. Longer at the back. Elastic side panels. 
100 % polyester. 
Art nr: 65557951-9900 black 

NEWS!

Available from 
October 2009 

MEDIA
Text Box
$25.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$21.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$44.75



50 Layers (Layer 2) Construction & Installations, Service, Transport 

5562 4-way stretch top 
XS–XXXL. (Layer 2) Zipper in collar. 100% stretch polyester 
that only absorbs 6% moisture. 
Art nr: 65556254-9900 black 

4-way stretch for 
greater comfort 

1244 Pile jacket 
S–XXXL. Jacket with zip. Front pockets and double inner 
pockets. Fleece on the outside and pile on the inside. 
Art nr: 65124478-9814 graphite/beige 

NEWS!

NEWS!

5242 Softshell hooded jacket 
XS–XXXL. (Layer 2) Detachable hood. ID card holder in breast 
pocket. Forearm wearing surfaces of ripstop material. Adjustable 
hem and cuffs. 
100 % polyester. 
Art nr: 65524255-9992 black/grey 
Art nr: 65524255-9961 black/turqoise 

NEWS!

NEWS!

etded jack 

Available from 
October 2009 

NEWS!

7600 4-way stretch vest 
XS–XXXL. (Layer 2) Zipper in collar. Breast pocket and 
front pockets with zipper. 100% stretch polyester that only 
absorbs 6% moisture. 
Art nr: 65760054-9900 black 

Tight fit 

2562 4-way stretch trousers 
XS–XXXL. (Layer 2) Unisex front. 100% stretch polyester 
that only absorbs 6% moisture. 
Art nr: 65256254-9900 black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$51.50

MEDIA
Text Box
$54.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$43.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$83.95



Layer 3, page 52   Layer 1, page 48  (Layer 2)  Layers 51. 

1205 Softshell jacket 
XS–XXXL. (Layer 2) Zipper in collar. Front pockets with zip-
per. 100% stretch polyester with fleece lining. 
Art nr: 65120555-9800 graphite 

1625 Pile jacket 
S–XXL. (Layer 2) Reversible zipper. Extra-long back. Thumb 
grip. Stand-up collar. Reversible "down" lining for better 
insulation. 100% polyester. 
Art nr: 65162574-9700 graphite 

5560 Polo pullover 
S–XXXL. (Layer 2) Long-sleeve pullover with high collar and 
zipper. Breast pocket with zipper. Flatlock seam on shoul-
ders. 100% polyester with brushed inside. 
Art nr: 65556057-9900 black 

1207 Fleece jacket 
XS–XXL. (Layer 2) Phone pocket and front pockets with zip-
per. Inner pockets. Thumb grip on sleeves. Adjustable waist. 
100% polyester. 
Art nr: 65120775-9900 black 

Polyester  reinforcement on 
shoulders and sleeves 

Can be worn as 
layer 2 or layer 3. 

Phone pocket 
on breast 

1245 Fleece jacket 
S–XXXL. (Layer 2) Breast pockets with zipper and phone pocket. Front pockets with zip-
per. Inner  pockets. Polyester reinforcement on shoulders and sleeves. 100% polyester. 
The jacket contains a membrane and is wind and water resistant. 
Art nr: 65124577-9900 black 
Art nr: 65124577-1099 white/black 
Art nr: 65124577-6799 navy/black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$82.50

MEDIA
Text Box
$67.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$92.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$46.50

MEDIA
Text Box
$47.95



52 Layers (Layer 3) Construction & Installations, Service, Transport 

Detachable hood 

NEWS!

Available from 
October 2009 

8362 Cap 
One size. Fleece lining for moisture transport. 
Art nr: 65836283-2200 yellow 

needed 

Night-time reflectors 
for visibility when 

Unique breathable 
material that actively 
repels moisture 

8362 Cap 
One size. Fleece lining for moisture transport. 
Art nr: 65836283-9997 black/graphite 

8363 Cap 
One size. 
Art nr: 65836383-6764 navy/pale blue 

Softshell with waterproof 
and windproof membrane 

1262 Shell jacket 1246 Softshell jacket 
XS–XXXL. (Layer 3) Shell jacket in a unique breathable material that actively repels moisture. Vents can be opened under the S–XXXL. (Layer 3) Zipper up to collar. Breast pockets with zipper and phone compartment. Front pockets with zipper. Double 
arms to help you cool down when hard at work. Soft polyester yoke and inside collar lining. Double inner pockets with telep- inner pockets. Adjustable sleeve with velcro fastening. Adjustable drawstring hem. 100% stretch polyester with good vapour 
hone compartment and zipper. Detachable hood. ID card holder in breast pocket. Front pockets with fleece lining. Longer at transmission. The jacket contains a membrane and is wind and water resistant. 
the back. Drawstring hem. Night-time reflectors on shoulders for visibility when needed. Taped seams. Art nr: 65124692-9900 black 
100 % polyamide with PU laminate. Lining 100 % polyester. 
Art nr: 65126249-9900 black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$127.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$15.80

MEDIA
Text Box
$15.80

MEDIA
Text Box
$15.80



 Layers 53.Layer 2, page 50 Layer 1, page 48 

Detachable hood 

Taped seams 

Breast pockets with 
watertight zipper

1259 Shell jacket 
L–XXXL Function jacket in 100% polyester with polyurethane-backed taped seams and mesh 
lining. Waterproof material with good moisture transport. Double inner pockets, right one with 
zipper and extra compartment for phone. Zipper up to collar with double storm flap and press 
studs. Breast pockets with watertight zipper, right side with internal phone pocket. Separate ID 
card pouch. Side slant front pockets with flap. Adjustable sleeve cuff and drawstring at bottom 
edge. Detachable hood with adjustable setting and drawstring on front edge.  100% polyester. 
Class 3. Max. printable area 32x32 cm. Max 20 washes at 40ºC. 
Art nr: 65125931-3167 orange/navy 
Art nr: 65125931-2167 yellow/navy 

Supplied with 
black and yellow 
hoods 

Concealed cuffs 

Velcro fastening on 
all pocket flaps 

Drawstring 
waist 

All-weather parka 
with excellent 
moisture-repelling 
properties 

1354 Parka 
S-XXXL. (Layer 3) Detachable hi-vis hood with reflector. High collar to protect against the wind. Breast pockets 
with flap. Napoleon pocket under front flap. Double inner pockets with phone compartment. Front pockets with 
flap and side opening for hands. Sleeve pocket with flap. Adjustable concealed cuff. Adjustable waist and elas-
ticated drawstring hem. 100% polyamide with 100% polyester membrane. The material can cope with a 10m 
column of water and vapour transmission of 13,000g/m2/24h. Padded lining of 100% down-feel polyester. 
Art nr: 65135499-9900 black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$172.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$231.95



54 Tops & Shirts Work & Leisure 

5321 Hooded jacket 
XS–XXXL. Drawstring hood. Inside pocket with velcro fastening. 
Open front pockets. Drawstring hem. Reinforced elbows. 
55% cotton/45% polyester (360g) with fleece lining. 
Art nr: 65532170-9997 black/grey 

NEWS!
Available from 
October 2009 

graphite 

navy 

5122 Sweatshirt 
XS–XXXL. Breast pocket with zipper and ID card holder. Straight ribbed 
hem and cuffs. 60 % cotton/40 % polyester, brushed on the inside. 
Art nr: 65512293-9900 black 
Art nr: 65512293-9800 graphite 
Art nr: 65512293-6700 navy 

MEDIA
Text Box
$69.95



Tops & Shirts 55. 

5137 Shirt 

Woven flannel 

Lined shirt 

5156 Quilted shirt 
XS–XXXL. Breast pocket. Phone pocket. Woven flannel. 100% cotton S–XXXL. Quilted lining. Press studs. Woven flannel. 
Art nr: 65513717-9701 graphite-checked Art nr: 65515615-9902 black/grey-checked 
Art nr: 65513717-4101 red-checked Art nr: 65515615-6702 navy/grey-checked 
Art nr: 65513717-6701 navy-checked 

MEDIA
Text Box
$29.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$33.95



56 Tops & Shirts Work & Leisure 

5587 Dry-Tech Piqué top 
XS–XXXXL. Breast pocket. 100% polyester. 
Art nr: 65558751-9900 black XS–XXXXL 
Art nr: 65558751-9700 graphite XS–XXXL 
Art nr: 65558751-6700 navy XS–XXXXL 

Can be washed 
at 85°C. 

5575 Dry-Tech T-shirt 
XS–XXXXL. 100% polyester. 
Art nr: 65557551-9700 graphite 
Art nr: 65557551-9900 black 
Art nr: 65557551-6700 navy 

The perfect top! With 

Jobman Dry-Tech for a better 

day at work. The material trans-

ports sweat away from the body 

and moisture evaporates quickly 

from the garment. 

MEDIA
Text Box
$28.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$21.50



Tops & Shirts 57. 

A functional cotton-feel top. A traditional cotton top is great when 

it's dry, but if you start to sweat it quickly becomes uncomfortable, like being 

wrapped in cold, wet bandages.

    Jobman's new Sandwich T-shirt is a unique top where the inside rapidly 

transports moisture away from the body. The outside has a 'super wicking 

effect', which means that moisture is rapidly spread over a larger surface to 

speed up evaporation. 

5576 Sandwich T-shirt 
XS-XXXXL. Functional cotton-feel top. 
50 % polypropylene/50 % polyester. 
Art nr: 65557656-6599 royal/black 

NEWS!

5339 Shirt 
S–XXXL. Short-sleeved. Breast pockets. Press studs. Phone pocket. Button-down collar. 
65% polyester/35% cotton, 190g/m2 . Wash at 85°C 
Art nr: 65533920-9700 graphite 
Art nr: 65533920-6700 navy 
Art nr: 65533920-9900 black 
Art nr: 65533920-4100 red 

MEDIA
Text Box
$44.75

MEDIA
Text Box
$35.95



58 Tops & Shirts Work & Leisure 

5140 Shirt 
XS–XXL. Long-sleeved. Breast pockets. Button-down collar. 
100% cotton, 190g/m2. Wash at 85°C. 
Art nr: 65514018-9200 light grey Art nr: 65514018-4100 red 
Art nr: 65514018-6500 royal Art nr: 65514018-9900 black 
Art nr: 65514018-6700 navy 

5140 hi 5340 Shirt 
XS–XXXL. Long-sleeved. Breast pockets. Press studs. Button-down collar.  65% 
polyester/35% cotton, 190g/m2. Wash at 85°C. 
Art nr: 65534020-9900 black 
Art nr: 65534020-9700 graphite 
Art nr: 65534020-6700 navy 

MEDIA
Text Box
$38.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$41.95
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60 Ladie's Trousers Construction & Installations, Service, Transport, Industry, Workshop 

Low waist The material is oil and 
chemical resistant. 

2845 Trousers 
Ladies 36-50. Phone pocket. Side slant front 
pockets. Back pockets with bellows pleat. 
Roomy leg pocket with extra compartment 
and folding rule compartment.  Leg pockets 
with flap and internal phone pocket. Internal 
kneepad pockets. 100% polyester, 315g/m2. 
Part of Poly Line range, see page 22. 
Art nr: 65284533-6700 navy 

2845 Trousers 
Ladies 36-50. Phone pocket. Side slant front 
pockets. Back pockets with bellows pleat. 
Roomy leg pocket with extra compartment 
and folding rule compartment.  Leg pockets 
with flap and internal phone pocket. Internal 
kneepad pockets. 100% polyester, 315g/m2. 
Part of Poly Line range, see page 22. 
Art nr: 65284533-9900 black 

2305 Trousers 
Ladies 34-50. Right back pocket with flap. 
Phone pocket. Side slant front pockets. Leg 
pocket with pen compartment. Leg pocket 
with flap. Folding rule pocket. Internal knee-
pad pockets. 65% polyester, 35% cotton 260g/ 
m2. Part of Base Profile range, see page 36. 
Art nr: 65230523-6600 navy 

2305 Trousers 
Ladies 34-50. Right back pocket with flap. 
Phone pocket. Side slant front pockets. Leg 
pocket with pen compartment. Leg pocket 
with flap. Folding rule pocket. Internal knee-
pad pockets. 65% polyester, 35% cotton 260g/ 
m2. Part of Base Profile range, see page 36. 
Art nr: 65230523-9700 graphite 

2305 Trousers 
Ladies 34-50. Right back pocket with flap. 
Phone pocket. Side slant front pockets. Leg 
pocket with pen compartment. Leg pocket 
with flap. Folding rule pocket. Internal knee-
pad pockets. 65% polyester, 35% cotton 260g/ 
m2. Part of Base Profile range, see page 36. 
Art nr: 65230523-9900 black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$63.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$63.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$47.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$47.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$47.95



  Ladie's Trousers 61.Kneepads, page 63 Shirts, page 54-58 

The trousers can be 
let out or taken in. 

100% cotton 

2308 Trousers 
Ladies 34-50. Side slant front pockets. Side 
slant back pockets. Leg pocket with extra 
compartment. Leg pocket with flap and phone 
compartment. Split band and extra fabric 
means that trousers can easily be let out or 
taken in. 65% polyester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Part of Base Profile range, see page 36. 
Art nr: 65230823-9700 graphite

2308 Trousers 
Ladies 34-50. Side slant front pockets. Side 
slant back pockets. Leg pocket with extra 
compartment. Leg pocket with flap and phone 
compartment. Split band and extra fabric 
means that trousers can easily be let out or 
taken in. 65% polyester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Part of Base Profile range, see page 36. 
Art nr: 65230823-6700 navy 

2308 Trousers 
Ladies 34-50. Side slant front pockets. Side 
slant back pockets. Leg pocket with extra 
compartment. Leg pocket with flap and phone 
compartment. Split band and extra fabric 
means that trousers can easily be let out or 
taken in. 65% polyester, 35% cotton 260g/m2. 
Part of Base Profile range, see page 36. 
Art nr: 65230823-9900 black 

2104 Trousers 
Ladies 32-50. Slanted front pockets. Patch 
back pockets, right with flap. Phone pocket 
on hip. Leg pocket with flap. Leg pocket with 
flap and phone compartment. Phone pocket on 
hip. Internal kneepad pockets. 100% cotton, 
330g/m2. Part of the Base Profile range, see 
page 36. 
Art nr: 65210412-6700 navy 

2182 Trousers 
Ladies 32–50. Holster pockets with extra 
compartments. Slanted front pockets. Phone 
pocket on hip. Hammer holder. Back pocket 
on right side. Folding rule pocket with knife 
button/compartment. Leg pocket with flap. 
Kneepad pockets. 100% cotton, 330g/m2. 
Polyamide reinforcement. Part of the Base 
Profile range, see page 36. 
Art nr: 65218212-6700 navy 

MEDIA
Text Box
$43.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$43.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$43.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$49.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$52.95



8362 Cap 
One size. Fleece lining. 
Art nr: 65836283-2200 yellow 

8361 Cap 
One size.. 100% cotton. 
Art nr: 65836183-9900 black 

NEWS!

62 Headgear Construction & Installations, Service, Transport, Industry, Workshop 

Keep your head warm. 
When it’s cold, the greater 

proportion of heat leaves via 

the head. A cap is a simple but 

important garment for keeping 

warm. 

8362 Cap 8363 Cap 
One size. Fleece lining. One size. 
Art nr: 65836283-9997 black/graphitehe Art nr: 65836383-6764 navy/light blue 

9050 Balaclava 
One size. Flannel lining. 
Art nr: 65905083-9900 black 

9045 Chimney-sweep cap 
One size. 
Art nr: 65904583-9900 black 

9047 Chimney-sweep cap 
One size. Wind-protective membrane. 
Art nr: 65904783-9900 black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$15.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$15.80

MEDIA
Text Box
$15.80

MEDIA
Text Box
$15.80

MEDIA
Text Box
$15.80

MEDIA
Text Box
$12.90

MEDIA
Text Box
$15.80



Accessories 63. 

9011 Braces 
Clips 
Art nr: 65901184-9799 graphite/black 

CE-marked kneepads.  Jobman can now show 

off its brand new CE-approved kneepads. The EU standard 

EN14404 sets requirements for ergonomics, distribution of 

force, level of protection and durability. The new pads com-

ply with all requirements, including the penetration test, in 

combination with the kneepad pockets on Jobman's more 

recent trouser designs.

Three types of kneepad are available

The black version 9929-84-9900. Slightly shorter than 9930 

and therefore fit all Jobman's earlier kneepad pockets.

The pad sits securely in the pocket.

The pad can be washed at 30°C.

The yellow version 9930-84-2200.A slightly longer kneepad 

that sits securely in the kneepad pockets of Jobman's more 

recent trouser designs and which puts less strain on the 

seams of kneepad pockets.

The pad can be washed at 30°C.

The black version 9931-84-9900. A thicker floor-laying pad 

that fulfils requirements for those who spend a lot of time 

working on their knees. Vent holes for ventilation.

This pad can be washed at 90°C.

9012 Braces 
Clips 
Art nr: 65901284-9900 black 

9929 Knee protector 
Art nr: 65992984-9900 black 

9930 Knee protector 
Art nr: 65993084-2200 yellow 

Approved in 
accordance with 
EU standard 
EN14404 

9280 Belt 
Stretch polyester. 130 cm. 
Art nr: 65928084-9900 black 

9305 Belt 
Leather. 120 cm. 
Art nr: 65930584-9900 black 

9931 Knee protector 
Art nr: 65993184-9900 black 

9275 Belt 
Polyester. 130 cm. 
Art nr: 65927584-9900 black 

9915 ID card pouch 
ID card pouch fastens to belt or button. 
Polyester. 
Art nr: 65991584-9900 black 

MEDIA
Text Box
$15.80

MEDIA
Text Box
$15.80

MEDIA
Text Box
$14.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$28.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$9.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$2.75

MEDIA
Text Box
$15.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$15.95

MEDIA
Text Box
$27.95



64 Material information 

Follow garment washing instructions 
carefully. 

Washing 

All garments are tested and wash-labelled. If you follow the label-

ling, the garment will stay new-looking for much longer, Always 

sort by wash temperature and colour first. If a garment is marked 

“Wash separately”, this means it will colour other garments. This 

is because garments have a certain amount of excess dye. All 

dyed garments should be machine washed at the highest possible 

temperature for the quality. 

Prewashing 

With modern detergents, prewashing is often unnecessary. If 

there are stubborn spots on the garment, it is better instead to 

use a spray-on spot remover before washing. 

Detergent 

Always use colour detergent on coloured garments, and carefully 

follow the dosage instructions on the detergent packaging. Do 

not use detergents containing bleach (e.g. perborates, percarbo-

nates, and sodium hypochlorite). Always use the correct deter-

gent for the wash temperature stated on the garment washing 

instructions. 

Drying 

Drip or tumble dry? Almost all garments fare better with drip-

drying. Shake out the garment, straighten the seams out and 

hang it up. If you do tumble dry, be sure you do not totally dry 

out the garment. The majority of shrinkage and the worst wear in 

tumble drying take place when the garment is almost dry. 

What do the various washing 
symbols mean? 

Temperature of wash water 

Do not wash 

Do not bleach 

Do not use any cleaning solvent other 
than perchloroethylene (most common) 

Do not dry clean 

Do not tumble dry 

May be dry cleaned at lower 
temperature (50°C) 

Low iron, max. 110°C, suitable for polyamide 

Regular iron, max. 150°C, suitable for 
polyester/cotton 

High iron, max. 200°C, suitable for cotton 



 Material information 65. 

Material information 

100% cotton 

Silver Line, Classic Line, White Line , etc. 

The cotton is available in gram weights of 300 to 370g/m2. Cotton 

is a comfortable material, but it absorbs more dirt and moisture 

than synthetic-blend materials. Cotton is naturally anti-static. 

The cotton used in Jobman's garments is sanforized, i.e. presh-

runk, to keep shrinkage during washing to a minimum. Almost all 

Jobman's cotton garments can tolerate industrial washing at 85°C. 

For welding, we recommend our flame-retardant 

welding garments that are certified in accordance 

'with EN470-1 and EN531 A, B2, C1. 

Polyester/cotton  

Base Profile, etc.

An easy to care for and versatile material made of 65% polyes-

ter/35% cotton (260g/m2), which can tolerate industrial washing.

Polyester/cotton is normally used in garments intended for the 

industrial, transport and service sectors. This fabric retains its 

colour well, which makes it a practical choice for profile clothing.

Can be washed at 85°C.

Polyester/cotton 

Hi-Vis EN471 High visibility clothing 

For technical reasons, the proportion of polyester/cotton in the 

fluorescent and blue elements of these garments is different. The 

fluorescent fabric is a 70% polyester/30% cotton blend, while 

the blue areas are 65% polyester/35% cotton. The slightly higher 

polyester content of the fluorescent colours helps the garment 

retain its colour better. The gram weight is 260 to 280g/m2. 

   Can be washed at 60°C. These garments must be washed 

separately and the maximum number of washes is specified on 

each garment. In order for these garments to comply with high 

visibility requirements, it is extremely important that the washing 

advice be followed carefully. 

PolyFab 

Poly Line 

Garments in the Poly Line range are made of PolyFab, 100% 

polyester with a gram weight of 315g/m2. PolyFab is a unique 

material developed by Jobman. It is extremely hardwearing. The 

brushed inside makes the material comfortable to wear and feels 

just like cotton.

    PolyFab has been tested and approved in accordance with 

EN469 7.5 against penetration by: oil, sulphuric acid 30%, hydro-

chloric acid 37%, formic acid 85%, sodium hydroxide 40% and 

iso-octane. The density of the fabric also contributes to other 

substances such as glue, paint, filler and small particles like dust 

and soot having difficulty penetrating the clothing. The seams of 

garments have been tested and approved against penetration by 

hydrochloric acid 37%. The surface has been treated to be able 

to repel moisture.

 PolyFab can be washed at 85°C and should be tumble-dried at 

a high temperature. (The surface treatment is reactivated by the 

heat.) Do not use fabric softeners. 

Granyte 

Granyte Line 

70% polyester/30% cotton weighing 260g/m2. Granyte is an in-

house developed, hardwearing yet easy to care for material that 

is water and dirt repellant. It is suitable for use in dirty environ-

ments where the garments are subjected to a lot of wear. Granyte 

retains its colour well, can be washed at 85°C and can be tumble-

dried at a lower temperature. 

Polyurethane-backed polyester  

Winter clothing 

Several of our winter garments are made from a durable form of 

polyester with a polyurethane coating on the inside, which makes 

them windproof and water repellant. Polyester is easy to keep 

clean and can withstand battery acid and oil. 

Lining 

Winter clothing 

The pile lining used in a number of our garments is warm and 

comfortable and therefore suitable for use in, for example, the 

body of jackets, which need to be really warm. Our pile lining 

has a long life and keeps its heat-retaining properties even after 

washing. Fleece is a more modern version of pile.

 Our quilted lining is thinner and more versatile and thus suitable 

for garments, or areas of garments, where mobility is important. 

This quilted lining is also suitable for dusty environments, as the 

surface can easily be brushed clean. The lining can move slightly 

during washing. 

Dry-Tech 

Dry-Tech functional clothing 

Dry-Tech is a 100% polyester material made up of microfibres 

that rapidly transport sweat away from the body and distribute it 

over a larger area, a 'wicking effect'. The microscopic particles of 

water then evaporate quickly. The result - the garment stays dry 

and you feel fresh all day.

  Dry-Tech is shape-stable, non-iron, retains its colour well and can 

be washed at 85°C. 

Öko-Tex standard 100  

The human environmental standard 

Many of Jobman's products are approved in accordance with Öko-Tex 

standard 100. This means that the product does not contain 

substances that can prove harmful to humans if there is direct 

contact with them. Naturally, this also has a positive effect on 

global environmental issues. 

Öko-Tex is an internationally specified 

standard. The entire manufacturing process 

and all elements of a garment must fulfil its 

requirements. 
Certificat no: Ö 00-097



          

   

    

      

66 Size guide 

Men’s sizes: 
Choose the right size. It 

is incredibly important to choose the right 
A Chest measurement (Body measurement) 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124

Waistpants, trousers C C C C C C C C C C 
Overalls, Onepiece 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

size when buying work clothing. The size of 
B Waist measurement (Body measurement) 76 80 84 88 92 97 102 108 114 120

a garment affects its comfort, function and 
C Seat measurement (Body measurement) 94 98 102 106 110 114 118 122 126 130

not least durability. Our clothes are designed D Crutch measurement (Garment measurement) 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 84 85 85 Overalls, Onepiece crutch length – 2 cm 
to give the user optimum mobility. Naturally, Size conversion to inches 30/30 32/32 33/32 34/32 36/32 38/34 40/34 42/34 44/34 47/34 
such mobility will be reduced if the garment Men’s sizes: 
is too big or small.

    Functional details such as pockets, for 

example, are positioned to be practical when A Chest measurement (Body measurement)  88 92 96 100 104 108 112

Waistpants C C C C C C C 
Overalls, Onepiece 144 146 148 150 152 154 156 

performing different tasks. Too big a garment B Waist measurement (Body measurement)  76 80 84 88 92 97 102
 C Seat measurement (Body measurement) 94 98 102 106 110 114 118

means, for example, that kneepad pockets 
D Crutch measurement (Garment measurement)  83 84 85 86 87 88 89 

end up in the wrong place and also that 
Size conversion to inches 30/32 32/34 33/34 34/34 36/34 38/36 40/36 

tools can drop out. Wearing the wrong size 
Men’s sizes: 

makes pockets less useful and worse, the 

user risks being injured as a result of poor 

load distribution. A Chest measurement (Body measurement) 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 

Waistpants D D D D D D D D 
Overalls, Onepiece 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 

The life of a garment largely depends on its B Waist measurement (Body measurement) 82 86 90 94 98 103 108 114 

size. Too tight a garment subjects the materi- C Seat measurement (Body measurement) 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 

al and seams to abnormal strain, which often D Crutch measurement (Garment measurement) 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 78 
Size conversion to inches 32/28 34/28 36/30 37/30 38/30 40/30 42/30 45/30 47/32

causes the item to rip in various places.

 Jobman has ensured a suitable width Ladies’ sizes:

for all sizes and designs. Almost all Jobman  Waistpants, trousers Laidie Laidie Laidie Laidie Laidie Laidie Laidie Laidie Laidie 

Overalls, Onepiece 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 
trousers are available in C-sizes (normal), B Waist measurement (Body measurement) 76 67 70 73 76 80 84 89 95 
C100 (long length) and D-sizes (for slightly C Seat measurement (Body measurement) 64 90 93 96 100 104 108 112  117 

fuller figures). A lot of our designs are also D Crutch measurement (Garment measurement) 78 79 79 79 80 80 80 80 81 

available in ladies' sizes. Almost all our jack- Size conversion to inches 25/30 26/32 28/32 29/32 30/32 31/32 34/32 36/32 38/32 

ets and shirts come in sizes S-XXL, and some Size convension: 
in XS and XXXL.

    Note: The measurements in the table are Ladies sizes 32 34-36 38-40 42-44 46-48 50 

your body measurements, but measured limb Men‘s sizes 42 44-46 48-50 52-54 56-58 60-62 

length is the garment measurement (inner Shirts 35/36 37/38 39/40 41/42 43/44 45/46 
Shirts 3 4 5 6 7  8 

Size XXS XS S M L XL XXL 

leg crotch-foot). Measure as per the image. 
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